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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of task
ambiguity on majority and minority influence. Twenty pairs of four-
person majority and two-person minority groups were asked to solve
simultaneously a rule induction task under one of two conditions of task
ambiguity: 1) no error in experimental results, 2) forty percent error in
experimental results. The task used was Wason's 2-4-6 task, with the
added dimensions of color and number, in which subjects propose triples
and are told whether or not each conforms to a rule. The two groups
exchanged triples and hypotheses after every three trials. Actual majority
and minority influence was observed after each exchange.. Perceived
influence was also assessed in a post-task questionnaire.
Results indicate, an interaction between error condition and group
membership for perceived influence only (F(I,109) = 3.422 (p=.067)).
Majority groups were perceived to be more influential under conditions
of low task ambiguity, whereas minority groups were perceived to be
more influential under conditions of high task ambiguity. No relationship
existed between error and group for measures of actual influence. These
results partially support the hypothesis that task ambiguity effects
influence. Other contextual factors explored include group cohesion, task
relevance, and confidence in one's hypothesis.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to explore the relationship of task ambiguity to
differential patterns of majority and minority influence. Social influence has been a
topic of interest in social psychology for many decades. Early research focused on
influence as a uni-directional phenomenon, equating influence with conformity to a
majority (Sherif 1936, Asch 1951, Festinger 1950, Schachter 1951, Deutsch &
Gerard 1955). It was not until the late 1960s that Moscovici suggested the existence
of minority influence (Moscovici, Lage & Naffrechoux, 1969). This proposal lead to
a new movement in the social influence literature, that of bi-directional influence
(Moscovici & Faucheux 1972, Moscovici & Nemeth 1974, Moscovici & Lage, 1976).
The debate in recent years has focused on whether processes underlying
majority and minority influence are qualitatively different or essentially the same. A
number of researchers report finding differences between majority and minority
influence (Moscovici & Personnaz 1980, Maass & Clark 1984 Maass, Nemeth 1986,
West & Cialdini 1987). Others suggest that processes underlying majority and
minority influence differ only quantitatively, not qualitatively (Latane & Wolf 1981,
Tanford & Penrod 1984, Doms & Van Avermaet 1985).
Kruglanski and Mackie (1990) find this debate to be futile. They suggest that
the focus should be on contextual factors (in this case, ambiguity) which effect the
extent to which majorities and minorities can be influential, rather than whether
qualitatively different processes underlie majority and minority influence.
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The social influence literature review that follows is divided into three parts
based the different approaches to majority and minority influence -- majority and
minority influence as two separate processes, majority and minority influence as one
process, effect of contextual factors on majority and minority influence. Following
the review is a statement of hypotheses, explanation of the research design and
methodology, experimental results, discussion and conclusions, and a proposed
application of this experiment to change in the scientific community.
3
SOCIAL INFLUENCE LITERATURE REVIEW
Theories of majority and minority influence as two separate processes.
Majority influence
Throughout the 1950s it was generally assumed that the majority was the only
source of influence in groups; members of a group that disagreed with the majority
would feel pressured to conform to the group norm and subsequently move toward the
majority position. Asch (1951) explored the magnitude of this conformity pressure.
He devised an experiment to test whether or not individuals would conform to a
majority position that was contrary to reality. Subjects participated in a perceptual
task in which a set a three lines of differing lengths was displayed along with a single
line. In the presence of a varying number of other subjects, each subject was asked
to announce which of three lines was closest in length with single line. All but one of
the subjects were confederates who were instructed to unanimously announce the
wrong answer. The only naive subject was always the last to announce his answer,
after hearing all of the other participants agree on an incorrect answer. The
dependent variable was whether the naive subjects would succumb. to group pressure
by announcing the majority's incorrect answer or would they remain independent and
announce the correct answer. Results indicated that one third of the subjects
conformed to an incorrect majority position. Although Asch expected a smaller
4
percentage of conformity, these findings have become come a cornerstone for
majority influence research.
Asch found that the conformity effect existed only in the presence of a
unanimous majority. He concluded that consensus is a crucial variable in conformity.
Allen and Levine (1969) disagreed with Asch's conclusion. In a study involving
different types of situations they found that although unanimity is necessary in
objective situations, such as perceptual tasks, it is not necessary in subjective
situations. They concluded that consensus is expected in objective situations, whereas
more leeway is provided in subjective situations. When a group is unable to reach
consensus in an objective task it is seen as an unreliable judge of physical reality and
conformity is reduced. Lack of consensus on an opinion task does not, however,
indicate that the group is an unreliable source of social comparison. Therefore,
conformity is still possible.
Allen (1975) argued that in addition the lack of consensus, the presence of a
social" supporter will reduce conformity. Whether or not it is necessary that the
supporter agree with the subject depends on the subject's orientation. If the subject's
primary concern is fear of group punishment, it is not necessary that the supporter
agree with the subject. The mere presence of another dissenting opinion will reduce
conformity to the majority position. If the subject's primary concern is response
accuracy, the supporter must agree with the subject by responding accurately in order
to reduce conformity, assuming that the subject is aware of the correct response.
Festinger (1950) proposed that pressure to conform to the majority position
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was caused by a need for uniformity. Uniformity is necessary for two purposes:
construction of social reality and group locomotion. Physical reality is reality that
can be tested empirically. Social reality is more subjective, it is socially constructed
in situations where no means of objective validation exist. Group members construct
social reality in order to validate their beliefs, attitudes, opinions, etc. "An opinion, a
belief, an attitude is 'correct,' 'valid,' and 'proper' to the extent that it is anchored in
a group of people with similar beliefs, opinions, and attitudes" (Festinger, 1950
p.272-273). In other words, if everyone agrees it must be true. It is therefore
necessary for the purpose of establishing social reality that everyone agree. The less
physical reality present, the more important uniformity becomes for the purpose of
constructing social reality.
Uniformity may also be necessary for group locomotion, movement toward
some goal. Sometimes the group must reach agreement before they can move
forward, other times group consensus may be an end in itself. (Festinger, 1950).
Festinger, like Asch, discusses pressure on the deviant to conform. He also discusses
pressures on the majority to persuade the deviant to conform to their position. No
mention is made of a deviant's attempt to influence the majority.
Sherif (1936) also studied the construction of social reality. He was interested
in the formation of social norms. People use norms as frames of reference when
making judgements about reality. For his experiments, Sherif created a situation in
which no norms existed and there were no objective references to use as point of
comparison when making perceptual judgements. Experiments were based on an
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autokinetic effect. A point of light in a completely darkened room will appear to
move because it cannot be localized, as there are no visible points of reference. In
actuality, the point remains stationary.
Subjects are shown a point of light and are asked to judge the distance of
perceived movement. Sherif found that when individuals judge the distance alone,
they will subjectively establish a range of movement and a particular reference
point,or norm, within that range. This subjective norm is independent of norms
established by other individuals. When these individuals join one other, their norms
converge to form a group norm. Also, groups who make judgements without preset
norms will establish a group norm. Sherif concluded that when group enter a new
unstable situation where there are no pre-existing norms, they will create norms, ie.
construct social reality.
Jacob and Campbell (1961) altered Sherif's experiment using the autokinetic
effect to test duration of conformity to established group norms. Individual subjects
joined groups with established norms concerning the distance of movement of a point
of light. The group was comprised of confederates whose normative distance of
movement was significantly higher than that of control groups (15.5" and 3.8",
respectively). Initially, individuals conformed to the group norm. In each new stage
of the experiment, a confederate would leave the group and a naive individual would
join the group. Eventually, the group was comprised of only naive individuals.
Jacob and Campbell were interested in whether the group norm would remain
inflated, or would the norm drift down to the natural, control group norm. It was not
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until the third or fourth generation of the all naive individual group that the inflated
norm drifted downward. This study is an illustration of the strength of conformity
pressure.
Schachter (1951) agreed with Festinger that pressures toward uniformity
operates in all social groups, and that this pressure is based on the need to construct
social reality and for group locomotion. He hypothesized that the strength of this
pressure toward uniformity would be positively correlated with group cohesiveness
and the relevance of the issue to the group. Schachter examined the effect of
cohesiveness and relevance on the degree of rejection of deviates. Using
.communication as a source of power exerted by groups, he measured rejection of
deviates as the amount of communication directed toward the deviate. The less
communication directed toward the deviate, the larger the degree of rejection.
Sociometric measures were also used. Results indicated that the deviate was rejected
more in highly cohesive groups and in groups in which the issue was relevant. In
highly cohesive and relevant groups, communication toward the deviate increased as
members tried to persuade the deviate to accept the majority position. When it was
realized that the deviate refused to conform, communication toward the deviate
dropped. Group members indicated their rejection of the deviate by ignoring him.
Deutsch and Gerard (1955) offered an explanation as to why the majority is so
influential. They distinguished between normative social influence, which is defined
as pressure to conform to group norms and social expectations; and informational
social influence, which is defined as pressure to accept information that is evidence of
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reality. Minority groups are effected by both forms of influence. The majority group
controls rewards and punishments, which leads to normative influence. Also, having
more members allows the majority group to define social reality, which leads to
informational influence. It was found in the Asch experiment that when physical
reality and social reality contradict one another, social reality becomes the more
influential factor.
A dependency assumption is prominent in many theories of majority influence.
The assumption is that the majority is influential because the minority is dependent on
the majority. There are two types of dependence - information dependence and effect
dependence. Information dependence exists when one relies on another for
information about reality or about the environment. Effect dependence exists when
one relies on another for the satisfaction of needs (Jones & Gerard in Latane & Wolf,
1981). Informational and effect dependency are closely related to the concepts of
normative and information influence discussed in Deutsch and Gerard (1955).
Majorities seem able to satisfy both dependency needs by virtue of their size,
status and power. In terms of information needs, majorities are larger than minorities
by definition, and are therefore able to provide a better foundation for social reality
(Latane & Wolf, 1981). Also, a greater number of people may lead to a quicker
discovery of physical reality (Laughlin, 1988). In terms of effect needs, majorities
have more status and power than minorities and therefore have greater control over
social rewards and punishments, ie. rewarding conformity and punishing deviance
(Latane & Wolf, 1981).
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Minority influence
According to the dependency assumption, the minority is a passive recipient of
influence, unable to be influential itself. Moscovici and Faucheux (1972) challenged
this view in "Social influence, conformity bias, and the study of active minorities."
In this article they argued that minorities can be influential and that minority influence
is essential for social change and innovation. Moscovici and Faucheux credit
behavioral style as the source of minority influence. Behavioral style is defined as
"the orchestration and patterning of behavior," (Nemeth, 1979). Behavioral
consistency, which symbolize certainty and commitment, will lead to minority
influence (Moscovici & Faucheux, 1972).
In his early experiments, Moscovici' s definition of consistency appeared to be
an unyielding, rigid commitment to one's position. He hypothesized that consistent
minorities could persuade majorities to except their position. Moscovici, as Asch,
asked individuals to perform a perceptual task. Subjects were shown color slides and
asked to announce the color of each slide as it flashed on the screen. Moscovici
instructed a minority group of two confederates to repeatedIy label the color slides
green, when if fact they were all varying shades of blue. The dependent variable
was how often naive majority members labeled the slides green. Moscovici' s
hypothesis that a consistent minority can be influential was supported. It was only
when the confederates consistently answered green that they were influential
(Moscovici, Lage, & Naffrechoux, 1969).
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Nemeth argued that the minority does not need to be rigidly consistent to be
influential. All that is necessary is that the minority be perceived as consistent, which
can occur if the minorities responses are "patterned with some property of the
stimulus" (Nemeth, Swedlund, & Kanki, 1974, p.3). In other words, the minority
can change its position as the stimulus changes and still appear consistent. This type
consistency can be even more influential because the minority appears to be flexible
and compromising. This hypothesis was supported in an extension of Moscovici's
color slide experiment in which minority confederates were instructed to answer green
to all bright slides and green-blue to all dim slides. These confederates were more
influential then confederates who answered only green or who randomly answered
green and green-blue (Nemeth, Swedlund, & Kanki, 1974).
Moscovici and Faucheux (1972) applied their theory of consistency to the Asch
experiment. They argued that instead of naive subjects responding as they did
because they were dependent on the majority group, they were responding to the
unanimity of the majority, which was an expression of consistency across members.
This observation is supported in that non-unanimous majorities were not influential.
Hollander (1960) offers another behavioral explanation for minority influence.
Contradicting Moscovici's contention that the minority must remain consistent from
the beginning, Hollander suggests that in order for a minority to be influential against
a majority he must first conform to majority norms and exhibit competence at the task
or discussion at hand. By doing this he accumulates "idiosyncratic credits." He can
later cash in those credits and nonconform without reproach. This theory is consistent
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with the evidence that minorities become influential over time, not early on. In a
study comparing Moscovici's and Hollander's theories of minority influence, Bray,
Johnson and Childstrom (1982) found that for males who displayed competence,
Hollander's model produced more influence that Moscovici's model. Both theory
applications produced the same amount of influence for females, regardless of
displayed competence. Also, both models produced significantly more influence than
control subjects.
Moscovici's theory of social influence treats majority and minority influence as
qualitatively different processes. He actually distinguishes between three classes of
influence. Conformity occurs when the majority is influential, people yield to the
existing norm. Innovation occurs when the minority is influentiai, people adopt a
new position. Normalization occurs when a compromise between the two positions is
reached (Turner, 1991).
It has been found that conformity, which is associated with majority influence,
induces manifest changes, whereas innovation, which is associated with minority
influence, induces latent changes. The cost of maintaining one's position is greater
for minority members than for majority members because the minority's position is
deviant and goes against the group norm. Maintenance of a minority position will
therefore carry more weight and cause more cognitive conflict in majority members.
A majority member must undergo cognitive processes before accepting the minority
position in order to convince himself that this shift is justified. Innovation will
therefore be at a latent, internalized level. A minority, on the other hand, can easily
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conform to a majority position without having to undergo internal psychological
processes. Conformity will therefore only be at a manifest, superficial level
(Moscovici & Lage, 1976).
Moscovici's model of social influence is considered a conflict model. Conflict
arises when people disagree. Influence is the product of a reduction of conflict.
Festinger (1950) suggests that people are motivated to reduce conflict because it
makes them anxious and uncomfortable. Conflict is what empowers the minority and
allows it to be influential. The minority can create conflict by disagreeing with the
majority. It can then refuse to conform or compromise. (Turner, 1991). In this
situation, the majority can either move toward the minority position or eliminate the
minority from the group. Wolf (1960) suggests that minorities will be most
influential when three conditions are met: a group is highly cohesive, the minority is
consistent and therefore seen as a trustworthy source of information, and the minority
cannot be rejected from the group.
Moscovici claims that conflicts are resolved differently under conditions of
majority and minority influence. In majority influence situations, conflict is reduced
through a comparison process on an interpersonal level. The minority focuses on the
consequences of disagreeing with the majority. Consequently, the issue is not
assessed. In minority influence situations conflict is resolved through a validation
process on a cognitive level. Majority members are forced to reassess the issue.
Consistent minority behavioral style plays a role in this assessment. After observing
how persistently the minority holds his view, majority members try to understand the
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minority's position and reassess their own position. They perceive the minority as
being very confident and committed to it's position and see the majority as
uncommitted and wavering. The minority position becomes a stronger framework for
judging reality; it is then more likely that the majority will adapts the minority
position (Moscovici & Nemeth, 1974).
The -different processes for conflict resolution lead to different types of
influence. Majority influence results in public compliance, ." ... yields to a powerful
influence source in public without modifying ones own private attitudes... " (Maass,
West, & Cialdini, 1987, p. 56). Minority influence results in private conversion,
-))
II ...profound and lasting changes in attitude and perceptions... II (Maass, West, &
Cialdini, ~987, p. 56). The majority controls rewards and punishments and therefore
people are reluctant to disagree with it publicly. People will agree, then, with the
majority position publicly, whether or nor they agree with it privately. Also, as
explained by the comparison process, people are processing the consequences of
agreeing with the majority, not the actual issue at hand. Therefore, it is doubtful that
they will internalize the majority position even though they may agree with it
publicly.
In the case of minority influence, people are not likely agree with the minority
position publicly even if they agree with the position privately. This is to avoid the
consequences of disagreeing wIth the majority. But as explained by the validation
process, majority members are more likely to examine the issue at hand in the face of
minority influence. This examination makes it more likely that they will internalize
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the minority position. The literature supports this distinction between public
compliance for majority influence and private conversion for minority influence.
(Moscovici & Personnaz 1980, Moscovici & Lage 1976, Nemeth, Swedlund, & Kanki
1974, Maass & Clark 1984).
Petty and Cacioppo (1986) discuss the effects of peripheral routes and central
routes of persuasion in their Elaboration Likelihood Model. Public compliance,
which is associated with majority influence, is induced by peripheral routes of
persuasion. Majority sources trigger cues that can lead to influence without
information processing. For instance, people generally assume that the majority
position is the correct position and will accept this position without processing the
arguments. In order for a minority to be influential, though, targets must attend to
the arguments made by the minority. This attention to the message leads to central
route proc~ssing. Majority influence through peripheral route processing is generally
,
short-lived and does not typically generalize to other situations. Minority influence
through central route processing is more persistent and tends to generalize to other
situations.
In order to distinguish between public and private influence, Moscovici and
Personnaz (1980) altered the original perceptual task. Two conditions were
implemented. In the first condition, minority members were confederates who labeled
color slides green. In the second condition, majority members were confederates who
labeled the slides green. It was hypothesized that in the first condition the minority
,WOUld induce private change in perception, but not public change. In the second
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condition, it was hypothesized that the majority would induce public compliance, but
not private change.
Part 1 of the experiment was identical to the previous experiment. Subject
were asked to state out loud the color that they saw on the screen. In Part 2 subjects
were shown the color slides once again and were asked to close their eyes and say
what color they saw (chromatic complementary afterimage). The afterimages for blue
and green are different, yellow-orange, red-purple respectively. The color that
.,
subjects report seeing when their eyes are closed would indicate whether there was
actual perceptual chrge. The, results showed that subject in the minority inRuence
condition publicly stated tha? they saw blue, but indicated seeing the afterimage for
green. Subjects in the majority influence condition, on the other hand, reported
seeing green in their verbal responses, but indicated seeing the afterimage for blue.
These finding support the hypothesis of private conversion produced by minority
influence and public compliance produced by majority influence. Also, it shows that
minorities can be influential without the awareness of targets that they are being
influenced.
Doms and Van Avermaet (1980) replicated the Moscovici and -Personnaz study
.
but obtained different results. They found that neithe! majority nor minority evoked
public compliance behavior, but both evoked private conversion based on reported
afterimages. They suggested that in the face of discrepant information from either a
majority or majority, subjects pay more attention to the stimulus and will therefore
perceive it more accurately. This heightened perception is not noticeable in public
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responses because subjects were only allowed to use simple color names. Subjects
had more latitude with the colors they could express in their private responses and
could therefore be more accurate.
Maass, West and Cialdini (1987) suggest that different outcomes based on the
source' of influence arise because people attribute different meanings to consistency
within minority and majority groups. The minority differs from the majority on three
important dimensions. First; minorities are more distinctive and therefore more
salient. Because the minority is more noticeable, its message will draw more
attention. A message that is attended to will be more memorable. Second, minorities
are assumed to be a less credible source. If a source is not credible it is necessary to
pay more attention to its message because you cannot automatically assume that the
message is valid. Majorities, on the other hand, are seen as credible sources and
therefore their positions can be accepted without thinking about the issue. Third, a
minority is more likely to be exposed to social pressure. ,By resisting such pressure
the minority appears to be committed and certain of its position. Such a firmly held
position is worthy of attention. Because the minority's message is attended to it is
more likely to be internalized. This internalization will lead to private acceptance.
Social pressure to agree with the majority still exists though, so people will still
publicly accept the majority position and reject the minority position. Also as
mentioned before, majority influence induces acceptan,ce by means of social pressure,
not by concentration on the issue. This type of influence is unlikely to effect private
attitudes.
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Gerard (1985) disagrees with Maass, West and Cialdini on the issue of
credibility. He believes that it is necessary for the minority to be seen as credible
before it can be influential. The minority must have some basis in reality before the
majority will be willing to listen to it. "In order to be successful the minority must
strike a resonant chord, however faint, in the majority. In the programme put forth,
they must somehow engage the needs of the majority or appeal to the ambi,::alence the
majority may feel toward current social norms," (p. 172).
Nemeth (1985) suggests that minorities c~ be influential both in the public
and private domain if they compromise at the last minute. 'These minorities ar~ seen
as consistent and committed to their position because they maintain it throughout the
discussion. They are also seen as flexible because they are willing to negotiate, albeit .
at the last minute.
Nemeth's hypothesis was supported in an experimen~ using a jury deliberation
..
setting in which subject are asked to agree on a monetary settlement in a personal
injury case. A confederate minority initially suggested a much smaller settlement
than the majority. Minorities that compromised at the last minute were more
successful in influencing the majority to decrease their suggested settlement then were
minorities who did not compromise or compromised early in the discussion.
Nemeth (1986) suggested that different sources of influence induce different
types of thinking. Majority influence induces convergent thinking whereas minority
influence induces divergent thinking. When one considers the majority position, all
attention is concentrated on that position alone. People generally assume that the
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majority is right and therefore accept what they say, without seeking alternatives.
Minority influence, on the other hand, leads people to reassess the issue. Not only do
they evaluate the minority position, they begin to look at other alternatives.
Therefore, groups are more likely to think of better or more correct solutions after
being exposed to minority influence than being exposed to majority influence
(Nemeth, 1977).
This is an important observation because it suggests that just being exposed to
minority influence leads to greater cognitive effort, which in turn enhances the
group's sensitivity to alternatives. It is not necessary that the group adopt the
minority's position in order for the minority to be influential. In a series of
experiments conducted by Nemeth and others, a minority was able to stimulate
creative problem solving whether or not its position was correct or accepted. The
majority was only able to stimulate creative problem solving when its position was
incorrect; only then would it be necessary to search for alternative solutions (Nemeth
1976, Nemeth & Wachtler ,~983, Nemeth & Kwan 1987).
Moscovici advocates mi,nority influence as a means for social change, as
,
>
opposed to social conformity found in the dependency model (Levine & Russo, 1987).
In studying change throughout history, one will find that minorities are the impetus
for change. They may be ignored or ridiculed by the majority at first, but given the
proper set of conditions, it is possible for the minority to be successful in time.
(Rosenwein, in press). Consistency is one reason for minority influence.
Moscovici's theory can be called a genetic theory because he realizes that minority
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influence occurs gradually. In order for a minority to be perceived as consistent it
must exhibit stability over time. Research suggests that majority influence occurs
early on because the majority is perceived as a credible source and their position is
considered seriously from the outset. Minority influence occurs later because it takes
time for the minority to build consistency and confidence in the eyes of others
(Nemeth, 1986).
Moscovici's theory of minority influence generally applies to minorities of two
or more. Moscovici explains that nonconformity of a single minority can be
attributed to properties within the individual instead of aspects of his position. His
position is therefore easily ignored. Attributing deviance to personal characteristics is
not a viable option if the minority is larger than one. Therefore, the pressure caused
by conflict exists only if there are more than one in the minority (Moscovici &
Faucheux, 1972).
Nemeth and Wachtler (1973,1974) report that a minority of one can be
influential. In an experiment involving perceptions of paintings, Nemeth and
Wachtler (1973) found that a single minority can induce the majority to change its
opinion in the direction of the minority when the minority position is less extreme
than the majority position. When the minority position is more extreme than the
majority position, a polarization effect occurs in which the majority changes its
position away from that of the minority.
In another experiment, Nemeth and Wachtler (1974) found single minorities to
be influential in a jury deliberation setting. The minority was influential only when
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he chose the head seat of the deliberation table, not when he was assigned the head
seat or chose a side seat. The authors surmised that choosing the head seat, a
position of authority, was interpreted by others as a sign of confidence. Additionally,
even if the minority was consistent he was still only influential when he chose the
head seat. It was concluded that ,although consistency is a necessary condition for
minority influence, the perception of confidence is also required.
Nemeth, Wachtler and Endicott (1977) suggest that there is an inverse
relationship between consist~ncy and the size of the minority. The advantages of
having a small minority is that it appears more confident and certain of its position.
, .
This is because it is willing to uphold its position despite the opposition by the
majority. But as pointed out by Moscovici, the deviance of a single minority can be
attributed to idiosyncracies inherenrin the individual. A larger minority, on the other
hand, appears more competent. In line with the previous discussion of social reality,
the more people there are who agree with a position, the more correct the position is
assumed to be. But because the minority has the support of more members, it no
longer appears as confident as when it stood alone. They suggest that the most
influential minorities will strike a balance between competence and confidence.
Experimental situations have shown a group of two or three members in the minority
to be the most successful (Nemeth, Wachtler & Endicott, 1977).
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Studying minority and majority influence simultaneously
Asch's experiment can be considered an experimental paradigm for majority
influence. Moscovici's experiment can be considered an experimental paradigm for
minority influence. Unfortunately, both of these experimental paradigms use
confederates. Nemeth (1986) points out that by using confederates only one direction
of influence is possible in each situation. Majority influence is the only possibility in
the Asch experimental paradigm; the minority is unable to influence the majority
because majority responses are predetermined. In the Moscovici paradigm, minority
responses are predetermined.
Some researcfi has been done measuring both types of influence
simultaneously. Laughlin (1988) had minority and majority group work on a problem
solving task simultaneously. Minority and majority were defined in terms of numbers
only; the minority was comprised of two members and the majority was comprised of
four members. This definition differs from the tradition definition of majority and
minority in the literature, in which the two groups differ both in number and opinion.
Laughlin (1986) distinguished between two types of tasks, intellective and
judgmental. Intellective tasks are problems for which there are demonstrably correct
answers. Answers are based on physical reality and the criterion for success is
discovering the correct answer. Judgmental tasks are problems for which no
demonstrably correct answer exists. Answers are based on social reality and the
criterion for success is reaching a consensus. These two types of tasks serve as
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anchor points on a continuum.
Laughlin was interested social combination processes, which are processes by
which groups come to some decision. The two social combination processes of
interest were "majority rules" and "truth-supported wins." He hypothesized that when
there is no correct answer Gudgmental task) or when no one finds the correct answer
in an intellective task, "majority rule" will be used. When somebody does discover
the correct answer in an intellective task, "truth-supported wins" will be the social
combination processes that is used.
In his experiment, Laughlin (1988) used an intellective task. Both the majority
and minority groups worked simultaneously on a rule induction task governing the use
of playing cards. The two groups exchanged information after each trial. Laughlin
hypothesized that the majority group would be more influential than the minority
whether or not the correct answer was discovered. Because the majority group was
comprised of more members, it had a greater probability of discovering the rule first.
With a social combination process of "truth-supported wins," the majority would be
more influential. If no one discovered the rule the majority group would still be more
influential because the "majority rules" social combination process would be used.
The only time that the minority would be influential according to this hypothesis, is
when the minority discovers the rule before the majority. His hypothesis was
supported; the majority was more influential overall.
Davis (1982) states that members of a group pool their resources to solve
problems. Like Laughlin, he suggests that majority rules under conditions of
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certainty. By "majority rules" he means that only those members who are productive
will consume most of the groups' time. Under conditions of uncertainty, Davis
predicts the use of an egalitarian social process whereby all member are allotted equal
time to contribute to the group.
This author agrees with Laughlin the majority will be more influential in an
intellective task because they are more likely to guess the right answer and "truth-
supported" will win. She also agrees that the majority will be more influential in
judgmental task because "majority rules" will be the decision scheme that is used.
She does not agree that the majority will be more influential in an intellective task
where no one is able to guess the correct answer. Instead of a "majority rules"
decision strategy being used in this situation, it is hypothesize that an "anybody's
guess" decision strategy will be used, a strategy similar to Davis' egalitarian social
process. If people believe that a correct answer exists, they will try to find that
answer. If the majority or minority group is unable to solve the problem themselves,
a collaborative effort will develop and the two groups will work together to find the
solution. It is in this situation that one will find mutual influence between the
majority and minority groups; both groups will be willing to listen to the other.
Theories of majority and minority influence as one process
The theories mentioned thus far have represented majority and minority
influence as two separate processes. Some theorists contend that there is only one
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process that underlies both types of influence. They purport that the two types of
influence differ only quantitatively, not qualitatively.
For example, Latane and Wolf (1981) developed a Social Impact Theory (SIT)
of social influence. They argued that the amount of influence produced by a majority
or minority group is a function the strength, immediacy, and number of members (I
= f(SIN). Strength is defined as the amount of status, power or ability that the group
possesses. Immediacy refers to how close in space or time the group is to the target
of influence. Number is the number of source members present.
SIT predicts that the effect of number is a power function. The first source
will have the most influence and each additional source will produce less of an impact
than previous sources. Evidence only partially supports this prediction. In Asch's
and other studies majorities of one or two were not influential. It was only when the
size of the majority reached three that it became influential. Latane and Wolf did find
that influence continued to increase as size increased past three members. In the
minority group literature it was found that larger minorities elicit greater influence.
Also, with size of majority held constant, conformity to the majority decreases as
minority size increases. It appears that size of group does effect amount of influence
for both majorities and minorities.
In formulating SIT, Latane and Wolf presumed that the target of influence did
not hold an initial attitude about the issue of interest. In most cases, though, the
target does hold an opinion. The theory was altered to include situations in which the
target is a member of the majority or minority group. "The impact he experiences
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will be a direct function of the strength, immediacy and number of people in the
opposing group and an inverse function of the strength, immediacy and number of
people in his own group" (Wolf & Latane 1985, p 211). In other words, the total
impact a source will have on an individual target will be the impact of the source
divided by the impact of the target group (I = f(i/SIN)). This allows majority and
minority influence to be viewed as simultaneous and reciprocal.
Similar to SIT, Tanford and Penrod (1984) developed a Social Influence
Model (SIM) of social influence. This model takes into account that individuals will
have differing amounts of susceptibility to persuasion. This theory, like Social Impact
Theory, predicts that influence is a power function related to size of the source. But
whereas SIT predicts that the first source will be the most influential, SIM predicts
that the second and third sources of influence will be more influential than the first.
Also, SIM predicts that the effects of influence will be asymptotic, whereas SIT does
not make any such prediction. Both computer simulations and inspection of previous
studies support SIM's hypotheses that majority and minority influence are part of the
same process and that influence is a power function of number of people in the source
group. They also found consistency to be an important predictor of influence
(Tanford & Penrod, 1984).
Doms and Van Avermaet (1985) propose that social support underlies both
majority and minority influence. After re-analyzing data that seemed to support a
distinction between the processes underlying innovation and conformity, they have
found the underlying processes to be similar. Minority influence literature suggests
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that the behavioral style of the minority is what leads to innovation. Majority
influence literature offers unanimity as a predictor of conformity. Both of these
explanations focus on the behavior of the source of influence. Doms and Van
Avermaet suggest that it also important to consider the behavior of other targets.
They hypothesize that "targets will be differentially vulnerable to the source's
influence attempts as a function of whether or not the source's unanimity is broken by
other targets present and as a function of other target's behavioral style," (p 55).
This hypothesis was tested using a variation of the Asch paradigm. A
minority of two confederates tried to influence a majority of four made up of three
confederates and one naive subject. The responses of the majority group confederates
were systematically altered so that they would agree with the incorrect minority,
disagree with the minority by offering the correct responses, or answer inconsistently
by sometimes agreeing with the minority and sometimes offering the correct response.
The naive subject would report his answer after the minority members and either
before or after all of the confederate majority members. The minority was potentially
publicly influential only when their position was not broken by the confederate
majority members, ie. when the naive subject answered before the other majority
members. This shows that unanimity is important for minority influence as well as
majority influence.
When majority confederates consistently offered the correct answer, no
minority influence occurred. When the majority confederates were inconsistent, the
minority was able to exert public influence at a level comparable to that found in
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conformity studies. This shows that the behavioral style of both the source and target
groups is important. Doms and Van Avermaet suggest that these results were not
discovered in previous minority influence studies because the impact of the source's
'. behavior style was over-estimated, and the impact of the target's behavioral style was
under-estimated. They propose that the two sources will exert similar public
influence if tested under the same conditions.
In another experiment Doms and Van Avermaet altered the amount of support
the target would receive for announcing a correct judgement. They found that
conformity and innovation decrease as the amount of social support offered the target
individual increases.
Effect of contextual factors on maj ority and minority influence
Throughout the past decade, social influence researchers have focused on the
"dual process versus single process" debate. Kruglanski and Mackie (1990) argue
that this debate is futile. They suggest:
"Rather than debating in general this issue of process uniformity
or process distinctiveness, investigators of minority and majority
influence might do well to focus their research efforts on defining the
contexts in which differences between majorities and minorities will
have significant implications for influence and those conditions under
which they will not." (p.255).
Kruglanski and Mackie examined different contexts of social influence and
rated each context using a process distinctiveness - process uniformity scale that they
had devised. The scale distinguishes between four degree of process distinctiveness -
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interaction, necessary covariation, typical covariation, and no interaction. Interaction
offers the strongest support for process distinctiveness. In this case, a contextual
variable has a different impact on minority versus majority influence, implying
qualitative differences. Necessary covariation implies that a contextual variable would
have the same effect on both majority and minority influence, but that the two types
of influence are necessarily related to different levels of the variable. Typical
covariation also implies that a contextual variable would have the same affect on
majority and minority influence, by the two types of influence only are typically, not
necessarily, related to different levels of the variable. Finally, no interaction suggests
similar effects on both majority and minority influence, implying process uniformity.
The contextual variables that Kruglanski and Mackie examined using this scale
were variables that have been traditionally associated with either dual process or
single process theories of influence. These variables include behavioral consistency,
source credibility, position extremity, attentional focus on either source or message,
and compliance versus internalization, among others. They found that almost all of
these variable fell under the typical covariation and no interaction categories. For
example, since compliance is typically associated with majority influence, it is
possible for a minority to induce compliance, e.g. the white minority in South Africa.
Behavioral consistency is an example of no interaction. Consistency is important for
both majority and minority influence. Because these contextual variables are related
to both majority and minority influence, it is more productive to investigate how these
variable effect both types of influence instead of analyzing the processes that underlie
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majority and minority influence.
Some theorists have already suggested contextual factors that may effect the
success of minority influence. A minority may have the opportunity to exercise more
influence if certain conditions are met. First, a minority has a better change to
influence groups who uphold a norm of originality. Groups that allow more
tolerable behavior, agree with freedom of expression, and seek alternatives in problem
solving will be more susceptible to minority influence (Deconchy in Levine, 1985).
Second, groups will also be more susceptible to minorities who argue a position on
the same side of the majority position, within their latitude of acceptance (Mungy in
Maass & Clark, 1984). Along the same lines, Paichler (in Maass & Clark, 1984)
argued that normative societal trends outside of the group can be just as important as
the group norms in determining the effectiveness of minority influence. Minorities
who argue in the direction of the zeitgeist, the societal norm, have a greater chance to
be influential. Finally, situations in which the deviant minority cannot be rejected, or
it is necessary that consensus be reached, will provide the minority with more power
to be influential (Festinger 1960, Turner 1991).
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Hypothesis 1 -
Hypothesis 2 -
Hypothesis 3 -
Hypothesis 4 -
STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESES
The majority will be more influential in a condition of low
ambiguity. In a condition of high ambiguity both the majority
and minority groups will exert an equal amount of influence. It
will be difficult for either group to discover the rule in this
condition, and therefore a collaborative effort will be made
between the two groups.
Groups who find the task relevant will be more be receptive to
suggestions made by the other group than groups who do not
find the task relevant.
Cohesive groups will be less likely to be influenced by other
groups because members are committed to one another.
Minority groups will report liking the majority groups more than
the majority groups will report liking minority groups. Each
individual, though, will report liking members of his own group
more than members of the other group.
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Hypothesis 5 - Groups who are influential will be liked more than non-
influential group. This is based on the earlier discussion of
cognitive dissonance
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RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
Task
The task used in this experiment was a variation of Wason's 2-4-6 task.
Wason (1960) developed a rule induction task for the purpose of examining whether
people use confirmatory or disconfirmatory strategies when testing hypotheses.
Subjects were given the number triple 2-4-6 and asked to continue to propose number
triples in an effort to discover a rule governing number order. Subjects were told
after each triple whether or not the triple conformed to the rule. The rule was "three
numbers in increasing order of magnitude. "
Gorman (1989) altered the 2-4-6 task and include more variables in effort to
make the task more difficult and ambiguous. He added a color variable (red or black)
and a letter variable (26 letters of the alphabet) to the original number variable.
Subjects were asked to guess a rule that governed one, two or all three of the
variables (number, letter, and color.) He then added an error condition. He told
subjects that it was possible that the feedback they received was erroneous.
Anywhere from 0% to 20% of the feedback given after each trial would be
inaccurate. This was done to make the task more ambiguous.
The task used in this experiment is similar to that used by Gorman. Subjects
are asked to guess a rule governing number, letter and color. In the Gorman
experiment subjects worked individually. In this experiment subjects work in groups.
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A group of four and a group of one or two work on the task simultaneously and share
information after every three trials.
Gorman introduces a twenty percent possibility of error, whereas this
. experiment implements a forty percent error condition. Ten groups (group consisting
of one minority group and one majority group) work in an error-free condition (they
are not informed of nor receive erroneous feedback) and ten groups work under a
forty percent error condition (they are informed of the possibility of 0% to 40% error
and receive erroneous feedback after 40% of the trials.)
Method and Procedure
One-hundred and thirteen males selected from an introductory psychology and
social psychology subject pool participated in this experiment. The experiment used a
2 (error condition) by 2 (majority or minority group) factorial design. Subjects were
divided into groups of five or six and randomly assigned to one of two conditions: 10
groups in the no error condition and 10 groups in the forty percent error condition.
Within each group subjects were randomly assigned to either the majority or minority
group. Groups of five or six subjects were gathered together in a small room and
were read the following instructions:
This is an experiment in problem solving. After I explain the procedure four
of you will solve a problem as a cooperative group, in this room and two of you will
solve the same problem as a cooperative group in another room. We will first choose
the two people who will work together by rolling this die. The objective of the task
is to guess a rule that I have made up which governs number triples followed by a
single letter. For example, the number triple 1,2,3 A, when, written in black, is an
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instance of a rule that I have made up. The rule can involve either color (red or
black), or number, or one of the 26 letters of the alphabet, or some combination of
colors, numbers and/or letters.
I will start you off with an example of the rule. For example, 1,2,3 A in
black would be an example of the rule "the letter must be a vowel." For each
individual in the four-person group and each individual in the two-person group, the
frrst step will be for each person to write your first proposed triple and letter
combination in either black or red on one side of the first index card you have been
given and your first hypothesis about what the rule might be on the opposite side.
Then the four of you or the two of you will decide on a group triple/letter/color
combination and a group hypothesis, which one of you will write on the group triple
and hypothesis sheet. We will choose who the recorder for each group will be by
rolling this die. On the group triple and hypothesis sheet I will write a Y (for yes) if
the triple conforms to the rule or N (for no) if it does not conform to the rule. We
will continue this process for 15 trials. At the end of 15 trials you will make your
final individual hypotheses and group hypothesis. I will not tell you whether or not
your first 15 hypotheses are correct, but I will tell you whether or not you final
hypothesis is correct at the end of the experiment.
Let's consider an example. Supposed the group proposed the following:
TRIPLE
1,2,3 A (black)
1,2,3 B (red)
4,5,6 C (black)
4,5,6 D (red)
7,8,9 E (black)
7,8,9 F (red)
CONFORM TO THE RULE?
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
You might guess that the rule is "the letter must be a vowel." You could then
propose more triples to test your hypothesis until you were satisfied that you had
solved the rule. You may stay with the same hypothesis as long as you want or may
change your hypothesis as many times as you want.
There will be some communication about proposed triples and hypotheses
between the two groups. After every three trials each group will write the three
previously proposed triples and last proposed hypothesis on an index card, along with
the feedback as to whether or not each triple conformed to the rule (Y or N). I will
then give the information from the four-person group to the two-person group, and
the information from the two-person groups to the four-person group. The members
of each group may then use this information when proposing their subsequent
individual and group triples and hypotheses.
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Before we begin the actual experiment we will conduct a warm-up experiment
so that each group can acquaint themselves with this type of problem solving. Each
group will be given 10 trials with which to solve a rule. There will be no exchange
of triples or hypotheses during the warm-up experiment.
Since the task you will be working on may be complex and difficult, it is quite
possible that you might not guess the rule or that your hypotheses are very different,
both among each of you and over time. This is, of course, how group problem
solving frequently works, that is, people come up with different solutions for a
particular problem. You should not feel that your ideas are· "wrong" simply because
they are different. Remember that each group is working to solve what is, in fact,
quite a difficult problem.
Since we are interested in the process by which you arrive at a decision (if you
do), we would like you to talk out loud about the thought processes by which you
arrive at triples and hypotheses.. We are tape recording this session because we are
interested in how you arrive at your decisions, but please be aware that no individual
will be singled out on the tape. The tapes will only be listened to by Kerry
.Koenemund, a graduate student in the Department of Social Relations and Dr. Robert
Rosenwein, who is also in the Department of Social Relations. Otherwise, they will
be kept in a locked filing cabinet in Dr. Rosenwein's office.
If at any time you feel uncomfortable about this procedure and want to stop,
you should feel complete~i free to tell me; there will be no penalty to you for doing
so.
Are there any question before we begin? If you have any questions during the
experiment, please let me kriow and I will attempt to answer them.
[The instructions ended here for the subjects in the no error conditions. The
subjects in the 40% error condition were instructed about the possibility of error:]
[Inserted after the paragraph beginning "You might guess that the rule is 'the
letter must be a voweL .. ''']
To better understand this task, imagine that each triple represents an
experiment. Like real scientists, you know that some experimental results are due to
chance. To make this task more realistic, we have programmed random error into the
experimental results you will obtain today. On anywhere from 0% to 40% of the
trials, the feedback that you receive will be inaccurate, ie., if the triple is actually
correct it will be classified as incorrect and if it is actually incorrect it will be
classified as correct. We have used a random number table to determine where the
error occurs. For example, the random number table might specify that the seventh
triple you play will be erroneously classified, then the tenth and eleventh, then the
eighteenth, and so on. The amount of error can never exceed 40% and there may be
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no error.
Remember: There is an invariant rule that determines which triples are right
and which are wrong. You must constantly be aware of the possibility that some of
the experimental results are due to chance and mask the underlying rule that you are
seeking. Error is unrelated to your hypotheses or the specific rules you are playing.
We are not trying to mislead you; I am responding based on random error feedback
programmed in advance. Your task is to perceive the rule despite the possibility of
random error.
When you think the feedback you've received is erroneous, put an asterisk
next to that triple. Like real scientists, you may find it advantageous t~ ignore errors
after you have discovered them. You may change your mind about error an any time
and put a line through the asterisk. For example, let's say the example I showed you
looked like this:
TRIPLE
1,2,3 A (black)
1,2,3 B (red)
*4,5,6 C (black)
4,5,6 D (red)
*7,8,9 E (black)
7,8,9 F (red)
CONFORM TO THE RULE?
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
You might decide that the triples marked with the asterisks are errors. By
putting an asterisk next to these triples you are indicating that you believe that 4,5,6
C (black) and 7,8,9 E (red) should really have been a N and an Y, respectively.
Later, if you decide that you were wrong and there two triples were not errors, you
can put a line through the asterisk. I will not tell you on which triples random error
occurred until the end of the experiment.
After reading the instructions and answering any questions, the experimenter
chose those subjects to be in the minority group be rolling a die. These subjects were
then lead to a room across the hall. There was one experimenter in each room to
provide feedback to the subjects. Each group worked on the warm-up task
individually. When the groups were through with the warm-up task they were told
whether or not they had guessed the correct rule. If they did not guess the rule the
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experimenter would inform them of correct answer. Groups were not informed of the
rule for the other group or whether or not the other group had guessed the rule.
The actual task then began. After every third trial the groups exchanged
information - the three previous triples, feedback as to whether or not the triples
conformed to the rule, and the last proposed hypothesis. When the actual task was
completed the subjects were asked to fill out a post-task questionnaire (See Appendix
B). After every member completed the questionnaire, they were informed of the
correct rule. Subjects then received a feedback sheet explaining the purpose of the
experiment (See Appendix C) and were thanked for their participation.
The warm-up task rule for number was "numbers in ascending order." The
warm-up task rules for color were "red and black alternate" and "color must be
black." The actual task rule was "if the triple begins with an odd number it must be
in black ink, if the triple begins with an even number it must be in red ink, numbers
cannot be duplicated within the triple. "
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DEFINITION OF VARIABLES
Dependent variables
Four measures were used to assess the dependent variable of influence. These
measures are defined as follows:
1. MAJINFL - majority influence. This measure is based on observations of triples
and hypotheses proposed by majority and minority groups. After every third trial, the
two groups exchange information. Each group is shown the other group's last three
triples, feedback about those triples, and the last proposed hypothesis. After each
exchange of information it was observed whether the majority's information
influenced the minority's choice of triples and hypotheses in the following set of three
trial. There were five exchanges of information in each group. Each incidence of
influence was given one point. MAJINFL score for each group is the sum of
majority influence points for that group.
In the case of triples, if the minority proposed triples with patterns that they
had not previously proposed and these patterns were found in the majority group's
information, this was considered an incident of influence. Examples of such patterns
include the following. For numbers, use of double-digit numbers or negative
numbers, change in number sequence, repeating numbers within a triple, repeating
number series. For color, using a color not yet used, alternating colors. For letter,
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using consonants or letters not typically used. Combinations of variables were also
considered.
In the case of hypotheses, if the minority changed their hypothesis or added
new conditions to their hypothesis based on tlie majority's hypothesis or triples, this
was considered as an observation of influence.
2. MININFL - minority influence. MININFL is calculated the same as MAJINFL.
Incidents of minority influence are observed after each exchange of information.
MININFL for each group is the sum of minority influence points for that group.
Majority and minority influence score sheets, as well as tables of actual responses,
can be found in Appendix D.
3. ACTINFL - actual influence. This measure is calculated as MAJINFL -
MININFL. Positive values indicate more maj *40.1'.1.1'.\ influence than minority
influence; negative values indicate more minority influence than majority influence.
4. IOTHER - perceived influence. In a post-task questionnaire, subjects were asked
to rate how influential they felt the other group was. The rating scale was a Likert
scale from 1 "not at all influential" to 7 "very influential."
The data for MAJINFL, MININFL, and ACTINFL were collected with group
(one majority, one minority) as the unit of analysis. Because their were so few
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groups (N = 20), outcomes from statistical analysis at this level were unreliable. For
this reason, the data were exploded to the individual level by assigning each
individual his group score.
The sample sizes, ranges, means and standard deviations for each measure of
the dependent variable can be found in Table 1. Overall, the majority was more
influential than the minority. The mean incidence of majority influence was 2.009,
which is greater than 1.345, the mean incidence of minority influence. The actual
influence mean is .664, which indicates that the majority was also more influential
within each group. The difference in influence between the majority and minority
within each group is minimal though, as the mean is close to zero.
Table 1 - Descriptive Statistics for All Measures of the Dependent Variable
MEASURE RANGE MEAN STD DEV
MAJINFL 113 0-4 2.009 1.114
MlNINFL 113 0-5 1.345 1.540
ACTINFL 113 -4 - +4 .664 2.115
IOTHER 113 1 - 7 3.584 1.1481
Independent variables
There were three independent variables. Each of these variables are
dichotomous. They are defined as follows.
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1. MAJMIN - group membership. This is an indication of majority or minority group
membership. Minority was coded as 0, majority was coded as 1.
2. ERROR - level of ambiguity. This is an indication of error condition, zero percent
?r forty percent error.
3. NGROUP - minority membership. This variable indicates the number of subjects
in the minority group, one person or two people. I had not originally intended to
include this variable, as I had planned to use only two person-minority groups. Due
to poor attendance rates, many minority groups consisted of only one member.
Minority influence literature suggests that size of minority effects the minority group's
ability to be influential. For this reason, it was decided to include this variable in
statistical analyses.
A breakdown of number of people in each condition can be found in Table 2.
There are more two-person minority groups than one-person groups. The groups
were fairly evenly split between the zero and forty percent error condition within each
of the different size minority groups. Within one-person minorities, three groups
were in the zero error condition, and four were in the forty percent error condition.
Within two-person minorities, seven groups were in the zero error condition and six
were in the forty percent error condition.
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Table 2 - Breakdown of Portion of Sample in Each Level of the Independent
Variables
ERROR N
0% error - 56
40% error - 57
Other variables
MAJMINN
Majority - 79
Minority - 34
NGROUP N
One person - 7 groups
0% error - 3 groups
40% error - 4 groups
Two people - 13 groups
0% error - 5 groups
40 % error - 6 groups
The following are definitions of other variables used in statistical analysis.
1. FOTHER - feeling toward other group. The is a measure of liking toward the
other group. Subjects were asked to rate how they felt about the members of the
other group. This rating was based on a Likert scale from 1 "really disliked" to 7
"really liked."
2. FGROUP - feeling toward own group. The is a measure of group cohesion. It
was assumed that members of cohesive groups would report liking one another more
than less cohesive groups. Subjects were asked to rate how they felt about the other
members of their group. This rating was based on a Likert scale from 1 "really
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disliked" to 7 "really liked. "
3. FTASK - feeling toward task. This is a measure of task relevance. It was
assumed that subjects who found the task relevant would report enjoying the task.
Subjects were asked to rate how they felt about working on the task. This rating was
based on a Likert scale from 1 "really disliked" to 7 "really liked."
4. CONFIDE - confidence in group hypothesis. Subjects were asked to rate how
confident they were in their groups final hypothesis. This rating was based on a
Likert scale from 1 "not at all confident" to 7 "very confident." This variable was
added to the analysis because it appeared to be related to many of the variables of
interest.
Sample size, ranges, means and standard deviations for these variables can be
found in Table 3. Individuals reported liking their own group more than the other
group. The mean for FGROUP was 5.333, whereas the mean for FOTHER was
3.832.
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Table 3 - Descriptive Statistics for all Other Variables
VARIABLE RANGE MEAN STD DEV
FOTHER 113 I - 7 3.947 1.156
FGROUP 111 3 - 7 5.333 .996
FTASK 113 1 - 7 3.832 1.336
CONFIDE 112 1 - 7 4.634 1.796
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RESULTS
Pearson correlation coefficients with two-tailed tests of significance, analysis
of variance, and multiple regressions were used in the statistical analysis of the data.
A full matrix of zero order correlations for all independent and dependent variable
measures can be found in Table 3. Most of these correlations are not statistically
significant. Number in minority group is related to both minority influence and actual
influence. Two-person minority groups are more influential than one-person group
both within each group an overall. A peculiar finding is that the measure of
perceived influence is not correlated with the measures of actual influence. There are
two possible explanations for this finding. First, there may in deed be a difference
between actual influence and perceived influence. Second, these measures of actual
and perceived influence may not be valid.
Error in f~back was used was simulate different levels of task ambiguity. It
was assumed that the task would be more difficult to solve under a high level of
ambiguity. Of the twenty groups in each of the error conditions (majority and
minority groups considered separately), thirteen "zero error" groups discovered the
rule, whereas only one "forty percent error" group discovered the rule. It appears
that the error conditions used in this experiment were successful in generating
different levels of task difficulty and ambiguity.
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Table 4 - Matrix of Zero Order Pearson Correlation Coefficients Among all Measure
of Dependent and Independent Variables
MAJINFL MININFL ACTINFL IOTHER ERROR MAJMIN
MININFL -.252*
ACTINFL .710* -.860*
IOTHER -.091 .076 . -.103
ERROR .088 .050 .0lO .142
MAJMIN .055 -.029 .024 -.055 .006
NGROUP .005 .266* -.191 * .076 .005 -.132
* = P< = .05
,
Analyses of variance were calculated to test the hypothesis that the majority
would be more influential in levels of low ambiguity and the two groups would be
equally influential in levels of high ambiguity. A two-way ANOYA of XOTHER with
MAJMIN and ERROR yielded an interaction effect F(I,109) = 3.422 (p=.067).
Further inspection shows that the majority is perceived to be more influential in the
zero error condition, whereas the minority is perceived to be more influential in the
forty percent error condition. See Figure 1 and Table 5.
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Figure 1 - Graph of the Interaction Between Error Condition and Group
Membership
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Table 5 - Mean Perceived Influence for Both Majority and Minority Group Within
Each Level of Ambiguity
0% error
40% error
Majority Influence
3.882
3.529
Minority Influence
3.154
3.900
Analyses of variance were also calculated to determine whether or not the size
of the minority effected its ability to be influential. Based on previous studies, it was
hypothesized that the larger minority group would be more influential. A one-way
ANOVA of MININFL with NGROUP yielded a significant effect F(l,lll) = 8.458
(p=.004). A one-way ANOVA of ACTINFL with NGROUP also yielded a
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significant effect F(I,I11) = 4.210 (p=.043). These results support the hypothesis.
Minorities of two were more influential than minorities of one.
Zero-order Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated to test the
relationship between feeling toward the task and influence. It was hypothesized that
groups who found the task relevant would be more influenced by the other group.
The correlations found in Table 6 offer some support for this hypothesis. Minority
group influence increased as liking of the task increased. This relationship is very
weak, though (.185, P= .050). Individuals who reported liking the task also perceive
the other group as being more influential, but once again the relationship is weak
(r=.160, p=.091). A slight negative relationship existed between majority influence
and liking of task, but this relationship is insignificant and too small to be considered
relevant (r= -.089, p=.349).
Table 6 - Zero Order Pearson Correlation Coefficients between FTASK and all
Measures of Influence.
FTASK
MAJINFL
-.089
(p=.349)
MININFL
.185
(p=.050)
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ACTINFL
-.181
(p= .055)
laTHER
.160
(p= .091)
Zero order correlations in Table 7 reflect the relationship between feelings
towards the opposing group and influence. A positive correlation between these two
variables was predicted. The only significant correlation was between feeling.s toward
the other group and perceived influence (r=.355, p=.OOO). This is an important
finding. It was suggested that cognitive dissonance would arise if one did not like the
other group yet found them to be influential. This correlation shows that it is not
necessary that there be actual influence to create dissonance, only the perception of
influence. These results are consistent with the finding that perceived influence is not
correlated with the measures of actual influence.
Table 7 - Zero Order Pearson Correlation Coefficients between FaTHER and all
measures of influence.
FOTHER
MAJINFL
-.027
(p= .774)
MlNINFL
-.020
(p= .836)
ACTINFL
-.000
(p=.999)
laTHER
.355
(p= .000)
It was hypothesized that individuals would report liking their own group more
than the other group. It was also hypothesized that minority groups members would
report liking the majority group more than majority group members would like the
minority group. The mean reported liking of ones own group is 5.333, whereas the
mean reported liking of the other group is 3.941. Minority individuals mean reported
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liking of the majority is 3.941. Majority individuals mean reported liking of the
minority is 3.949. These results support the hypothesis that individuals like their own
group more than the other group, but it appears that both groups express an equal
..
liking of the other group.
As mentioned before, confidence in one's hypothesis was related to many
variables of interest. Zero order correlations are found in Table 8. Positive
correlations exist between confidence and feelings towards ones group (r =.205,
p=.032) and confidence and feelings about the task (r=.3l8, p=.OOl). One
explanation for this finding is that people who believe that they are successful at a
task will develop a positive attitude toward that task. Also, because subjects worked
in groups, they may attribute part of their success to fellow group members, and
therefore will rate them more favorably.
Confidence was also related to error condition and majority or minority group
membership. A two-way ANOVA of CONFIDE with MAJMIN and ERROR yielded
main effects for both MAJMIN F(l,109) = 12.39 (p=.001) and ERROR F(l,108) =
15.79 (p=.000). Using the multiple regression procedure, both error condition and
group membership were found to be significant predictors of confidence. Error
condition (Beta = -.341, P=.0001), was a slightly better predictor of confidence
than group membership (Beta = .302,p= .0006). Individuals in the no error
condition and in majority groups are more confident in the their hypotheses than
individuals in the forty percent error condition and minority groups.
It seems logical that individuals in the zero error condition would express
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more confidence in their hypotheses. The task was less ambiguous, and groups in
this condition were more likely to guess the rule (Thirteen no error groups guessed
the rule, whereas only one forty percent error group guessed the rule). Although
majorities were more confident in their hypotheses than minorities, in actuality, they
discovered the rule only slightly more often than minorities. Of the fourteen groups
who guessed the rule, eight were majorities and six were minorities. Because the
groups shared information, whenever one of the groups guessed the rule, the other
group would accept the correct hypothesis and would also guess the rule.
CONFIDE was recoded into a dichotomous variable (< = 4 = 1, > = 5 = 2)
and ANOVAs were computed with each of the dependent variables. In of ANOYA of
CONFIDE with IOTHER there was a main effect for CONFIDE F(l ,110) = 9.52
(p=.003). Subjects with greater confidence in their own hypothesis found the other
group to be more influential than those with low confidence.
Table 8 - Zero Order Pearson Correlation Coefficients Between CONFIDE and
Measures of Liking
CONFIDE
FGROUP
.205
(p=.032)
FTASK
.318
(p=.001)
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
It was hypothesized that in intellective tasks such as the rule induction task
used in this experiment, majority groups would be more influential than minority .
groups in conditions of low ambiguity, and both groups would be equally influential.
in conditions of high ambiguity. In low ambiguity conditions, majority groups have' a
higher probability of solving the task before the smaller minority group. They are
therefore likely to be more influential. In high ambiguity condition, neither group is
likely to easily guess the rule. Consequently, each group will pay more attention to
suggestions made by the other group. In a collaborative effort to solve the role,
both groups are likely to accept and use the information provided by the other group..
This hypothesis was only partially supported. The majority group was more
influential in the low ambiguity condition. In the high ambiguity condition the
direction of influence was reversed, it was the minority group that was more
influential than the majority group. In both cases though, neither of the groups found
the other to be very influential (lOTHER M = 3.584). Also, none of the actual
influence measures were related to ambiguity or group membership.
It was found that two-person minority groups were more influential than one-
person minority groups, which is consistent with the results of previous studies. One
possible explanation for this result is that a minority of one, working on the task
alone, may not be successful at solving the rule, and therefore has no influential
power. An alternative explanation is that the majority group may attribute minority
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proposals in the one-person situation to personal characteristics, and dismiss his
suggestions without determining whether or not the~ are plausible. Support for this
assumption can be found in tape recorded comments made by majority members after
viewing the one-person minorities' suggestions. "What is this guy thinking. He has
no clue."
The hypothesis that groups who found the task relevant would perceive the
other group as more influential received only weak support. It was presumed that
groups who found the task relevant were interested in discovering the correct rule.
They may have paid closer attention to the other group's information in an effort to
discover the rule, and would therefore be more likely to be influenced by the other
group. It is possible though that groups who found the task more relevant worked
more diligently and consequently discovered the rule before the other group. In this
situation, these groups would not be influenced by the other group because they were
able to discover the rule, or thought they had discovered the rule, before the other
group.
It was predicted that individuals who found the other group to be influential
would report liking the other group more than groups who were not influential. This
hypothesis was supported, but only in the case of perceived influence, not actual
influence. The hypothesized relationship was based on dissonance theory. It was
presumed that dissonance would arise if an individual did not like a group he found to
be influential. The individual could reduce this dissonance by increasing his affinity
toward the other group. Dissonance is related to perceptions of influence.
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Dissonance will arise if an individual perceives the other group as influential, whether
or not there is actual influence.
A relationship was discovered between confidence in one's group hypothesis
and perceived influence of the other group. Allen (1965) reports other studies that
have found a similar correlation between confidence and influence (Crutchfield in
Kretch et al.,1962, Hochbaum, 1954). He attributes increased confidence in the new
belief (or hypothesis) to an attempt to reduce dissonance. Another explanation for
this relationship is that one group is influenced by the other when the other group has
a correct or plausible hypothesis. If one group accepts the other group's hypothesis
as correct they will perceive the other group as being influential. They will also be
more confident in their own hypothesis, which is now identical to the other group's
hypothesis.
Explanations are needed for some of the predetermined choices and unplanned
alteration made during this experiment. First, only male subjects were used in the
experiment. A pilot study was conducted prior to the actual experiment in order to
discover an acceptable rule. A rule was sought that was not so simple that it was
easily discovered, but not so challenging that it was impossible to guess. During the
pilot study only one group of five was run at a time with no subgroups. Half of the
groups were all-female, half were all-male. It was discovered that the different sexed
groups seemed to follow stereotypic expectations. The male groups approached this
problem-solving task mo~e seriously than the female groups; they were more
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committed to discovering the correct answer. It was therefore decided to use only
males in the actual experiment, anticipating that the committed males groups would
yield more valid results.
Second, during each session of the experiment a warm-up task was conducted
before the actual task. This warm-up task was used for two purposes. The first
purpose was to. familiarize the subjects with the task. The second purpose was to
create true minority and majority groups as defined by the literature. A previously
mentioned, minority and majority groups are defined as being different in number and
espousing different positions on some issue. The warm-up task was used so that the
groups would presumably enter the actual task with different ideas about which
variables were important to the rule. Each group was given a different rule for the
warm-up task. One rule governed only color ("the triple must be black, ""alternating
colors"), the other governed only number ("numbers must be in ascending order").
The variable in the warm-up task given to the majority and the minority groups
alternated with each experiment. For example, the majority in Group 1 had a number
variable warm-up task and the minority had a color variable. In Group 2 the majority
had a color variable warm-up task and the minority had a number variable, and so on.
With different variables salient for each group, it was anticipated that the two
groups would approach the actual task from different points of view. Of the forty
groups in this experiment (20 majority, 20 minority), nineteen groups did approach
the actual experiment with the variable used in the warm-up task being more salient,
eleven majority groups and eight minority groups. Nine groups began the actual task
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using the letter variable, five majority and four minority. This letter variable was
used as an example in the task instructions. In ten out of twenty majority-minority
group pairs, both the majority and the minority approached the actual task with the
same variable prominent, eliminating the assumption of different majority and
minority points of view.
With this type of task it is difficult to instill differing points of view in the
majority and minority groups. One possibility is to separate the two groups before
reading the task instructions. Different variable should be chosen for each group to
be used in both the task instructions and the warm-up task. If each group has
experience with only one variable, that variable should become more salient.
Third, the original version of the experimental design included three error
conditions, eight conditions each of zero, twenty and forty percent error. After
conducting a few of the twenty percent error conditions, it was discovered that the
subjects were easily able to detect all erroneous feedback. With the errors identified,
the twenty percent error condition became equivalent with the no error condition.
The rationale for implementing two levels of error was to determine the effect of
different degrees of ambiguity. It was found that the effects of ambiguity on
influence does depend on level of ambiguity; a. large percentage of error is needed to
create the desired effect. But the more important objective of the experiment was to
determine what are those effects ambiguity has on influence. It was clear that the
twenty percent error condition would not be suitable for this purpose. Therefore, it
was decided to eliminate the twenty percent error condition and increase the number
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in each of the other conditions to ten groups. It may be useful in future research to
employ many levels of ambiguity in order to determine at what point ambiguity
begins to effect influence.
Fourth, although the procedure specifies the use of two-person minority
groups, actual minority groups consisted of either one or two people. This
manipulation of the original design was not intended, but became necessary due to
poor attendance rates. Although every effort was made to ensure full attendance at
each session, on many occasions only five subject would attend. To avoid continual
rescheduling of sessions, the experiment was conducted with one minority member
when only five subjects were present. The reduced effectiveness of a minority of one
as compared to a minority of two has been well documented in the literature. For
this reason size of the minority group was accounted for in all analysis of the data.
The no error condition consisted of seven two-person minority groups an.d three one-
person minority groups. The forty percent error condition consisted of six two-person
minority groups and four one-person minority groups. All but one majority group
were comprised of four members. One group was compri,sed of three members.
Fifth, the experiment includes data collected from individuals as well as from
groups. Each individual was expected to devise his own triples and hypotheses before
group discussions. This data will be used in future research in order to determine any
private conversion/public compliance differences. For example, did individuals agree
with the other group privately but publicly accept his own group's conclusions?
Caution is advised for future use of this data. First, members of each group often
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displayed the contents of their individual response index cards to the other members
of the group during group discussion. Because this practice routinely occurred, these
individual responses can not be considered to be private because subjects anticipated a
public examination of them. Second, during group discussions members sometimes
agreed on what triples and hypotheses would be tested on subsequent trials. Having
made this decision, all group members would write the publicly chosen triples and
hypotheses on their individual response index cards. This is a publicly chosen
response, not a private response.
Allen (1985) reminds the reader to consider the group when discussing group
influence. Defining what is or is not a group is a subjective matter that depends on
/
how the individual perceives the social environment. Individuals can perceive the
structure of the group as being at different levels of organization, and the possibility
for influence differs based on these perceptions. Allen distinguished between three
levels of group organization: infra-group, intra-group and inter-group. Infra-group
refers to an aggregate of people who do not constitute a psychological group. Intra-
group refers to a psychological group. Inter-group refers to the relationship between
two or more groups; an ingroup/outgroup structure exists.
Nemeth (1979) considers majority/minority interactions in small groups to be
an example of inter-group relations. Individuals with similar positions develop a
psychological relationship with one another. Majorities and minorities hold different
opinions. Individuals with these different opinions consider themselves as part of
different psychological groups, the majority group and the minority group. She points
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out though, that many studies in the group influence literature treat the relationship
between majorities and minorities as an intra-group process. In this context, the
minority is often perceived as a deviant who stands in the way of group cohesiveness
and group locomotion. Although this situation can be used to the advantage of the
minority, it is often used to explain majority influence.
.r
Allen agrees that minorities perceive themselves as a group instead of an
aggregate, and that the majority also perceives them as a group. Conformity to
majority influence is less likely in an inter-group context because the minority feels
that it is on an equal group level with the majority, no longer dependent on the
majority. The possibility for minority influence is therefore enhanced for two
reasons. First, studies have found that smaller groups are more cohesive than larger
groups. Majority members who are less committed to their group may be more
susceptible to influence by minority members who are dedicated to their group and to
their position. Second, although the minority is considered an outgroup and
outgroups are often disliked, outgroups may still be respected. A consistent minority
can be respected and therefore influential.
In the experiment conducted for this paper, the minority and majority groups
seem to be separate entities. Based on observations of the groups, the majority and
minority groups appear to be competitive. They refer to each other as "they" and
"them" and expressed the desire to discover the rule before the other group. Perhaps
the nature of the task (problem solving) and the use of only males, who have been
found to be more competitive than females, create a more competitive situation. It is
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not known, though, which type of situation, competitive or cooperative, is more
effective for intellective tasks. Future researchers may wish to compare both types of
situations to discover which is most effective.
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APPLICATION TO CHANGE IN THE SCIENTIFIC COMM:UNITY
The findings of this study may have implications for research involving
processes of change in the scientific community. The structure of the experiment was
such that is can be considered an experimental simulation of science. Thomas Kuhn,
in The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, discusses the events that lead up to
paradigm changes in a field of science. He distinguishes between two phases of
scientific development, normal science and scientific revolutions. Normal science is
defined as "research firmly based upon one or more past scientific achievements,
achievements that some particular scientific community acknowledges for a time as
supplying the foundation for its further practice," (p.lO). Most scientific investigation
takes place during this phase. Kuhn distinguishes between three areas of interest in
,
normal science: broadening the knowledge of facts that are prominent within the
scientific paradigm; conducting experiments demonstrating agreement between nature
and predictions made by scientific theory; and articulation of theory, which includes
empirical research to resolve remaining ambiguities not yet explained by the paradigm
or to extend the explanatory power of the paradigm. The only problems dealt with in
normal science are those the paradigm are assumed to be able to solve.
Scientific revolutions occur when it is discovered that the paradigm is unable
to solve these problemS': Too many anomalies arise in trying to solve problems that
should be explained by the paradigm. Kuhn states:
"The emergence of new theories is generally preceded by a period of
pronounced professional insecurity. As one might expect, that
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insecurity is generated by the persistent failure of the puzzles of normal
science to come out as they should. Failure of existing rules is the
preclude to a search for new ones, II (pp. 67-68).
It is at this time that members of a scientific community are willing to listen to
new ideas, new ways of looking at the world. It is too risky to listen to these ideas
during periods of normal science, as paradigm change signifies a complete
reconstruction of the field.
The different levels of ambiguity used in this study can be equated with
different periods of scientific discovery. The low ambiguity condition is similar to
normal science. Theories developed by the majority are adequate for solving the rule,
ie. explaining natural ,phenomena.
Kuhn asserts that during periods of normal science, time is spent clearing up
ambiguities within the paradigm and defining the boundaries of the paradigm.
Evidence of this type of investigation can be found in this studY'. Groups that are
confident with their own hypotheses about the rule will. use the other group's triples to
test the boundaries of their own hypotheses, while also proposing triples themselves
for the same purpose. They do not, however, entertain hypotheses proposed by the
other group when they are confident in their own hypothesis.
The high ambiguity condition can be equated with Kuhn's period of scientific
. revolution. In the face of erroneous feedback, experimental results (feedback about
triples) are incongruent with expected results. With such a high percentage of error,
even correct hypotheses will appear inaccurate. It is at this time, when groups are
,
unable to discover the rule themselves, that they will give serious consideration to
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suggestions made by the other group.
In science, opposing groups have different theories about nature. Warm-up
experiments were conducted so that the two groups would approach the actual
experiment from different points of view, supporting different theories. Problems
exist with this attempt to instill opposing views in the two groups. First, it does not
ensure that the two group will actual start out supporting different theories. In ten
cases both groups begin the actual experiment espousing the same point of view.
Also, it is possible for both groups to individually suggest the same hypotheses during
the experiment without being influenced by the other group. In these conditions, when
both groups assert the same hypothesis, it is difficult to determine any direction of
influence.
Subjects in this experiment are students filling a requirement for an
introductory psychology course. They are brought together with four or five
strangers for one hour to work on a problem-solving task that they mayor may not
find interesting or enjoyable. These subjects possess little commitment to the
hypotheses that choose. They are easily influenced by any suggestions that are made.
This scenario is unlike that of a real scientific community. In science, work groups
are comprised of colleagues who have known and work together for many years and
scientists are firmly committed to their theories. To expand the application to change
in a scientific community, one may want to include already formed working groups
within a scientific field. If not actual scientists, perhaps upperclassmen in universities
with a scientific background.
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'APPENDIX A
INFORMED CONSENT
I hereby agree to serve as a subject in the research
project entitled "Scientific Decision Making" qonducted by
Robert Rosenwein and Kerry Koenemund.
I understand that the study involves working with
others in a group to make guesses about a rule that governs
number sequences of three numbers.
I understand that the rule may be difficult to guess
and that people may have many different ideas about what the
rule is. I understand that I may be part of a smaller
sUbgroup of the larger group. I understand that this is an
attempt to simulate something that typically happens in
groups trying to solve problems, namely, that people may
from time to time find themselves defending a minority view.
I understand that, as in any group situation, people
may try to persuade me about their point of view.
It has been explained to me that the purpose of this
study is to learn about group factors in scientific decision
making.
I may not receive any direct benefit from participating
in this study, but my participation may help to increase
knowledge which may benefit others in the future.
Dr. Robert Rosenwein (Department of Social Relations,
16A Price Hall, 758-3815) and Ms. Kerry Koenemund
(Department of Social Relations, 306 Price Hall, 758-3812 or
882-9939) have offered to answer any questions I may have
about the ,study, what is expected of me in it and any
further questions I may have after the study is over. If I
have ant further questions or concerns about the study, I
understand that I am free to contact Dr. Martin Richter,
Department of Psychology, Coordinator of the SUbject Pool,
220 Chandler Bldg., 758-3622, MLR1.
I understand that I am free to with draw from
participation in this study at any time without jeopardizing
my relationship with Lehigh university.
I have read and understood the foregoing information.
NAME (print) DATE
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SIGNATURE
APPENDIX B
QUESTIONS FOR SCIENTIFIC DECISION MAKING
This questionnaire is part of a problem-solving study.
The data collected will help us to analyze problem-solving
situations. Your answers will be completely confidential.
Please do not put your name on this questionnaire.
Please circle your answers to the following questions:
1. How did you feel about working at these tasks?
X = 3.82
Md = 4.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
really disliked neither liked
nor disliked
really liked
2. How do you feel about the members of your
really disliked
1 2 3 4
neither liked
nor disliked
5
group?
X = 5.33
Md = 5.00
6 7
really liked
3. How effective was your group at solying the problems?
X = 4.73
Md 5.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
not effective somewhat effective very effective
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4. How do you feel about the other group that was working
on the task?
X = 3.95
Md = 4.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
really disliked neither liked really liked
nor disliked
5a. How influential do you feel the other group was?
X = 3.58
Md = 4.00
1
not at all
influential
2 3 4
somewhat
influential
5 6 7
very
influential
5b. Explain why.
Frequency Answer
3 Changed/disproved our hypothesis
1 Supported our hypothesis
1 Pushed analysis in their direction
3 Gave helpful hints
5 Allowed us to check for error
7 Ablecto compare data
1 Able to pool trials
4 Gave us feasible ideas
1 Helped us to narrow our hypothesis
8 Same ideas as us
4 Their triples/hypotheses didn't match ours
1 Their answers weren't as good as ours
1 We figured out the rule ourselves
2 We proved them wrong
2 They adopted our hypothesis
1 We didn't know their motive
1 They seemed confused about
instructions
4 Going in the wrong direction
3 Gave little help
1 No help
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6. Which group do you feel was more influential?
x = 3.62
Md = 4.00
2-person group 4-person group
7. Why do you feel that this group was more influential?
Frequency Answer
50 More thoughts/ideas/opinions
31 More people
10 More widespread ideas
8 More believable hypothesis
7 Less conflicting ideas/opinions
4 I was in it
4 Not enough contact with the other group
4 They adopted our hypothesis
3 Able to share ideas
3 Faster
2 More commitment between group members
2 Didn't believe other group
2 Able to conclude more
2 More feedback
2 We solved the rule first
2 More logical
1 Can split the work up
1 More trouble shooting
1 They were disprovers
1 Fewer ideas to contemplate
1 We've got the brains
1 Gave helpful hints
1 They read into it too much
1 They didn't help us
1 My group didn't listen to me
8. Was there any person(s) in your group who was/were more
influential than the other members? Explain.
Frequency Answer
7 Gave best triples/hypotheses
4 The recorder
3 Understood the task the most
3 Talked the most
2 More willing to put forth ideas
2 Took control
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2 Only one person in the group
1 Dominated the group
1 More creative approach
1 More involved/interested in the task
1 More assertive
1 I am receptive to ideas
1 One guy was clueless
9. How confident are you in your group's final hypothesis?
x = 4.63
Md 5.00
1
not at all
2 3 4
somewhat
5 6 7
very confident
(IF APPLICABLE)
10. How did the possibility of error effect your group
work?
Frequency Answer
10 Made us uncertain
8 Confused us/screwed us up
5 No effect
5 More difficult to guess the rule
4 Repeated triples to test for error
3 A lot
2 Created arguments between members
2 Led us down the wrong path
2 Had to re-evaluate hypothesis a lot
2 Made answer too random to guess
1 Burdened our method
1 Made us paranoid
1 Less confident
1 Slowed us down
1 Stuck with original hypothesis even after proved
wrong
1 Assumed error when we were wrong
1 Frustrating
1 Tried to account for it
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People who work on this task often pursue one or more
strategies for discovering the rule. Listed below are
certain strategies you (as opposed to your group) may have
pursued in arriving at a decision about the correct rule.
Please check on or more of these strategies that you felt
you used in the task.
You tried to confirm your hypothesis by guessing
triples that you thought were instances or examples of
the rule.
You tried to disconfirm your hypothesis by guessing
triples which you thought were not instances or
examples of the rule.
You tried to both confirm and disconfirm your
hypothesis by first guessing triples you thought were
instances or examples of the rule (confirm) and then
guessing triples that you thought were not instances or
examples of the rule.
You generated a set of competing hypotheses (that is,
two or more hypotheses) and then tried to eliminate
all but one hypothesis.
You started by proposing a wide range of triples and
then forming hypotheses based on patterns you tnought
you saw in correct and incorrect triples.
You developed two hypotheses which you thought were
mutually exclusive and tested each of these by
proposing triples that you thought were an instance or
example of one rule or the other. '
~ Other 2 Try anything randomly
1 One brilliant guess
1 Combined our thoughts
1 One variable at.a time
.1- I don't remember using any strategy.
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APPENDIX C
FEEDBACK - SCIENTIFIC DECISION MAKING
Thank you for your help with our study.
This task has been a simulation of scientific decision
making in a laboratory setting. Often in scientific
discovery, a group of scientists will work together to
conduct experiments that confirm or disconfirm a hypothesis
and then to test it by performing an experiment in which you
proposed a triple.
We were interested in the effect of task ambiguity on
the difficulty of solving the problem. It has been
suggested that minority groups are more influential the
greater the ambiguity of the task. This is because the
majority, who usually tend to be more influential, are less
certain of their assumptions about the task and are more
willing to listen to "new ideas" that may come from a
minority. You worked in one of three conditions: NO error,
20% error, and 40% error. We expect that in the situation
where there is up to 40% error, the minority group will be
more likely to influence the majority group, both in terms
of hypotheses and triples, as opposed to the condition in
which there was no error.
We also simulated the familiar situation in which
smaller and larger groups try simultaneously to solve the
same problem. We gave the two groups slightly different
example with which to practice. In this way, we tried to
sensitize the groups toward the task differently so that
each group would both behave differently and feel distinct
from the other group. This simulates the condition in
science in which minorities or majorities see themselves as
distinctly different from the other subgroup.
We expected that minorities will increase in influence
as the amount of error went up. This hypothesis is based on
an idea about change in science developed by Thomas Kuhn
("The Structure of Scientific Revolutions," in the Lehigh
library). Kuhn argues that science normally proceeds by a
scientific community adopting a set of assumptions about the
world called a paradigm. Paradigms guide certain studies as
opposed to others. However, at some point, studies are done
which no longer confirm hypotheses based on these
assumptions. As the number of nonsupporting studies builds
up, scientists begin to wonder what is wrong and begin the
question the assumptions themselves. In these
circumstances, minority views, once considered irrelevant,
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now command greater attention and potentially greater
influence.
Finally, we asked you a number of questions about your
perceptions of other group members, what strategies you
employed in solving the problem, and how you understood the
task. This is the exploratory part of the study. What we
find here will be used to develop further hypotheses about
cognitive and social influence - variables in science.
If you are interested in this topic, you may find the
following reading of interest:
Gorman, Michael E. and Gorman, Margaret E. (1984). "A
Comparision of Disconfirmatory, Confirmatory and
Control strategies on Wason's 2-4-6 Task." Quarterly
Journal of Experimental, 36A, 629-648.
Gorman, Michael E. (1989). "Error, Falsification and
Scientific Inference: An Experimental Investigation."
Quarterly Journal of Experimental, 41A (2), 385-412.
Laughlin, P. R. (1988). "Collective Induction: Group
Performance, Social Combination Processes and Mutual
Majority and Minority Influence." Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology, 54, 254-267.
Thanks again for your help.
Robert Rosenwein (83815, RER6)
Kerry Koenenmund (83810, KAK4)
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APPENDIX D
MINORITY/MAJORITY GROUP INFLUENCE DATA
Things to keep in mind when reading the data:
1. The actual rule is "If the first number is odd, the
triple must be black; if the first number is even, the
triple must be red; and numbers cannot be repeated within
the triple." The only exception is Group 1. The rule for
this group is "If the numbers are less or equal to 9, the
triple is black; if the numbers are greater than 10 the
triple is red." It was decided that this rule was too
difficult given the fact that most sUbjects did not propose
triples with numbers greater than 9.
2. Asterisks in the TRIPLE column indicate trials that
the sUbjects believed to be errors. As you will see, most
sUbjects did not use asterisks. As I have found from
conducting the experiments, many sUbjects choose to ignore
the fact that error exists instead of trying to detect it.
Asterisks in the CONFORM? trial indicate actual error in the
feedback.
3. Information in parentheses in the HYPOTHESIS column
is information I have added, not what was actually written
on the sheet. Generally, they are comments that I believe
the sUbjects meant to include but did not or explanations of
what was actually written. Any comments with a question
mark are my guesses of what they meant. The only
information in parentheses that are not my comments are
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examples of the hypothesis. For example, "LETTER-#
RELATIONSHIP (1-A,2-B).
4. I have indicated which groups had only one minority
group member or three majority members.
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GROUP # 1 - 40% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES
TRIPLES
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES
TRIPLES
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES
TRIPLES
4TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES
TRIPLES
5TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS
TRIPLES
TOTAL INFLUENCE
o
o
1
1
o
o
o
o
o
1
1
2
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o
o
o
o
1
1
o
1
o
1
2
3
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = -1
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
1 - MAJ 1. 123E (B) MUST BE VOWEL Y
40% ERROR 2. 123E (R) SAME + ANY COLOR N
3. 123J (R) RED = CONSONANT (BLACK N
= VOWEL)
4. 456A (B) BLACK, VOWEL, # IN y*
SUCCESSION
5. 129A (B) IF INCREASING, THEN N*
VOWEL
6. 129J (B) IF NON-CONSECUTIVE, y
THEN CONSONANT
7. 123J (B) IF CONSECUTIVE, THEN y
CONSONANT
8. 100 101 102 IF CONSECUTIVE, THEN y*
A (B) VOWEL
9. 543A (B) CAN BE DECR CONSEC N*
10. 123H (B) INCR # WI ANY LETTER Y
1l. 10 11 12 A SAME y*
(B)
12. 532A (B) IF DECR AND NON-CONSEC, Y
THEN VOWEL
13. 763J (B) IF DECR AND NON-CONSEC, Y
ANY LETTER
14. 30 29 28 J CHECK FOR LIE (MUST BE N*
(R) BLACK?)
15. 30 14 10 K IF DECR IN ORDER, THEN y*
(B) CONSONANT
16. 30 10 14 K IF DECR NOT IN ORDER, N
(B) THEN CONSONANT
17. 30 10 14 A IF DECR NOT IN ORDER, y*
(B) THEN VOWEL
18. 30 10 13 A IF LAST # ODD, THEN N
(B) VOWEL
19. -1 o 1 Z SAME + NEGATIVE # ARE Y
(B) OK
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20. 30 10 11 A y*
(B)
FINAL ANYTHING INCR AND
CONSEC IN BLACK WI ANY
LETTER,
IF DECR IN ORDER, RED
OR BLACK - VOWEL, IF
NOT IN ORDER -
CONSONANT
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I GROUP I TRIAL IHYPOTHESIS I CONFORM? I
1 - MIN l. 345C (B) 1ST # CORRESPONDS TO Y
LETTER (l-A, 2-B)
40% ERROR 2. 224B (R) SAME N
3 . 567E (R) SAME, REGARDLESS OF N
VOWEL
4. 123B (B) MUST BE BLACK Y
5. 456G (B) SAME N*
6. 123A (R) N
7. 456D (R) N
8. 789G (B) HELP! (NO CLUE) N*
9. 56 57 58 U y*
(B)
10. 25 24 23 M N
(B)
1l. 30 25 20 J N*
(R)
12. 30 25 20 J CONSEC INCR # - BLACK Y
(R) AND VOWEL, CONSEC DECR
# - RED AND CONSONANT
13. 50 23 2 L N
(B)
14. 50 49 48 Z N*
(R)
15. 5 0 -5 A y*
(R)
16. 5 o -5 A NO CLUE Y
(B)
17. 1000 2000 y*
3000 R (B)
18. 568 782 Y
1000 I (R)
19. 500 400 109 Y
E (R)
20. 700 o -86 J NO CLUE y*
(B)
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GROUP # 2 - 40% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES
TRIPLES
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES
TRIPLES
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES
TRIPLES
4TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES
TRIPLES
5TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS
TRIPLES
TOTAL INFLUENCE
o
o
1
o
o
o
o
o
o
1
o
1
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = 1
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
2 - MAJ 1. 123G (R) COLORS ALTERNATE N
40% ERROR 2. 123B (B) LETTERS IN ALPHABETICAL Y
ORDER
3. 123C (B) SAME Y
4. 123C (R) CHECK COLOR (MUST BE N
BLACK)
*5. 1230 (B) SAME AS (2) N*
6. 101 102 103 # INCREASE Y
o (B)
*7. 9540 (B) SAME Y
*8. 3330 (B) # CAN'T BE THE SAME y*
9. 9540 (B) # INCREASE N*
10. 987B (B) SAME Y
*1l. 4560 (B) SAME + ODD # 1ST y*
12. 2 20 22 A # INCREASE N
(B)
13. 4560 (B) SAME AS (11), N
14. 1440 (B) SEE IF THERE IS AN ODD y*
EVEN RATIO
15. 9 11 13 D (SAME AS (11)) + THERE N*
(B) MUST BE AT LEAST 1 EVEN
#
FINAL BLACK,
1ST # ODD,
ASCENDING OR DESCENDING
ORDER,
LETTER DOESN'T MATTER
-- ONLY ONE PERSON IN MINORITY GROUP
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
2 - MIN 1. 123A (R) MUST BE BLACK N
40% ERROR 2. 123B (B) SAME + VOWEL Y
3. 124B (B) 3RD # ODD = BLACK Y
4. 134B (B) 2ND # EVEN - Y
*5. 234B (B) 1ST # ODD y*
6. 356B (B) 1ST # IS '1' Y
7. 987B (B) # MUST ASCEND Y
*8. 999B (B) NO REPEATING # y*
*9. 222B (B) SAME y*
10. 987B (B) # CAN'T DESCEND Y
11. 257B (B) 1ST # ODD y*
12. 134X (B) LETTER MUST BE FROM 1ST Y
HALF OF THE ALPHABET
*13. 245B (B) CAN'T HAVE ALL EVEN # N
14. 257B (B) 1ST # ODD y*
*15. 248B (B) CAN'T HAVE ALL EVEN # y*
FINAL MUST BE BLACK,
AT LEAST 1 ODD # IN
SERIES
-- ONLY ONE PERSON IN MINORITY GROUP
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GROUP # 3 - 0% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 1 0
TRIPLES 1 0
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
4TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 1 0
TRIPLES 0 0
5TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS 2 0
TRIPLES 1 0
TOTAL INFLUENCE 3 0
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = 3
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
3 - MAJ 1. 432A (R) RED-DECR (BLK-INCR) Y
0% ERROR 2. 123B (B) BLK-INCR (RED-DECR) Y
3. 432A (B) SAME (TEST IF BLK CAN N
DECR)
4. 123A (R) COLOR MATTERS N
5. 432B (R) SAME Y
6. 432C (R) COLOR CHANGES EVERY Y
OTHER LETTER (IE. A,C
BLKiB,D RED)
7. 754Z (R) # MUST FOLLOW EACH OTHER N
(ORDER)
8. 754Z (B) SAME (TEST IF TRUE FOR Y
BOTH COLORS)
9. 125A (B) # IN ORDER (TEST SAME) Y
10. 754A (B) EVEN # - LETTER Y
1l. 754A (R) SAME N
12. 754A (B) COLOR MATTERS (SAME) Y
13. 753B (B) # DOESN'T HAVE TO BE Y
CONSECUTIVE
14. 653B (B) BLK BEGINS WITH EVEN # N
(DISPROVE)
15. 653B (R) RED BEGINS WITH EVEN Y
FINAL RED BEGINS WITH EVEN,
BLK BEGINS WITH ODD
-- ONLY ONE PERSON IN MINORITY GROUP
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
3 - MIN 1- 135B (R) CAN BE ODD #/RED OR BLK N
0% ERROR 2. 456A (R) TRY DIFFERENT # WIRED Y
3. 567B (R) # IN A ROW (ASCENDING N
ORDER) - CAN BE RED
4. 123D (B) TEST LETTER (FROM 123A- Y
BLK)
5. 123U (R) CAN USE VOWELS WI RED N
6. 431U (R) IF RED DECR, CAN USE Y
VOWEL
7. 12 97 156 M ANY COMBO OF #/LETTER IF N
(B) BLK AND INCR #
8. 97 98 99 M CONSECUTIVE # (TEST IF Y
(B) LARGE # ARE OK)
9. 99 32 5 L SAME, BUT RED CAN DECR N
(R) AND NOT BE CONSEC
10. 789J (R) RED IS CONTINUOUS N
11- 987J (R) RED MUST DECREASE N
12. 12 24 39 0 ANY COMBO # FOR RED BUT Y
(R) WI A VOWEL
13. 12 24 39 F SAME, BUT BLK MUST HAVE N
(B) A CONSONANT
14. 13 14 15 F BLK # IS CONTINOUS WI Y
(B) VOWEL
15. 15 14 13 BLK # WHEN DECR IS Y
(B) CONTINUOUS WI VOWEL
FINAL RED - ANY # COMBO WI A
VOWEL
BLK - CONTINUOUS #, INCR
OR DECR, ANY LETTER
-- ONLY ONE PERSON IN MINORITY GROUP
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GROUP # 4 - 0% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 1
TRIPLES 0 0
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 1
4TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
5TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS 0 1
TRIPLES 0 1
TOTAL INFLUENCE 0 2
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = -2
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
4 - MAJ l. 123A (R) CAN BE EITHER COLOR N
0% ERROR 2. 456B (R) CONSECUTIVE # Y
3. 789C (R) SAME (CHECK COLOR) N
4. 123C (B) ALTERNATING Y
COLOR/DIFFERENT LETTER
5. 10 11 12 Y # IN SUCCESION/ NO Y
(R) COLOR DEPENDENCY
6. 10 11 12 Y SAME (CHECK COLOR) N
(B)
7. 10 11 12 E SEE IF LETTER IS VOWEL N
(B)
8. 13 14 15 Z # HIGHER THAN LAST #, Y
(B) LETTER HIGHER THAN
LAST, COLORS ALTERNATE
9. 123A (R) LETTER ASCENDS (A AFTER N
Z TO START SERIES OVER)
10. 14 15 16 A INCREASING # ORDER Y
(R)
1l. 222C (B) # INCR / LETTERS INCR N
12. 2 15 4 B 3 DIFF #, ALTERNATE N
(B) COLOR AND LETTER
FOLLOWING PREVIOUS
LETTER
13. 111C (B) BLK MUST START ODD N
14. 12 15 18 D RED MUST START EVEN Y
(R)
15. 12 15 18 D BLK INCR AND START ODD N
(B)
FINAL BLK - START ODD/# INCR
RED - START EVEN/# INCR
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
4 - MIN 1- 234D (R) ASCENDING # (TRY DIFF Y
COLOR AND LETTER)
0% ERROR 2. 432X (B) CONSEC #, ANY COLOR, N
LETTER CAN BE IN 2ND
HALF OF ALPHABET
3. 234X (B) SAME EXCEPT # MUST BE N
ASCENDING
4. 432L (B) CONSEC #, ANY COLOR, N
LETTER CAN BE IN 1ST
HALF OF ALPHABET
5. 234E (R) ANY COLOR, ASCENDING #, Y
VOWEL ONLY
6. 918U (R) SAME, EXCEPT ANY # N
7. 123M (R) ASCENDING #, RED AFTER N
LETTER M
8. 234D (B) ASCEND #, ANY COLOR N
9. 234B (B) ASCEND #, RED AFTER C N
10. 456B (B) ASCEND #, NEXT 3 CONSEC N
# AFTER LAST GUESS
11. 456T (R) ASCEND #, LETTERS Y
ENDIND WI "E" SOUND ARE
RED
12. 789Z (R) SAME N
13. 123Z (B) ASCEND #, ONLY A AND Z Y
ARE BLK
14. 789Z (B) SAME Y
15. 123Z BLK CORRESPONDS TO Y
COMBO OF 123 + A OR Z
FINAL BLK CORRESPONDS TO
ASCENDING # + A OR Z
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GROUP # 5 - 40% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 1
TRIPLES 1 0
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 1
TRIPLES 0 1
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 1 0
4TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 1
TRIPLES 0 0
5TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 1
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS 0 4
TRIPLES 2 1
TOTAL INFLUENCE 2 5
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = -3
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM
5 - MAJ 1. 321A (B) SEE IF ORDER MATTERS Y
(ASDENDING)
40% ERROR 2. 123A (R) SEE IF COLOR MATTERS N
(BLACK)
3. 123E (R) LETTER CORRESPONDS TO N
COLOR
4. 456A (B) 'A' GOES WITH ANY # N
COMBO
5. 654A (B) SEE IF # AND COLOR ARE y*
ASSOCIATED
6. 123A (R) SAME N
7. 321A (R) RED IS DECREASING N
8. 456A (R) COLOR (TEST IF RED IS N*
OK)
9. 24 25 26 A ORDER (ASCENDING) y*
(B)
10. 456D (B) LETTER CORRESPONDENCE N
11. 321A (R) RED DECREASES Y*
12. 19 18 9 K SAME N
(R)
13. 642L (B) SEE IF BLK DECR TOO N
14. 234B (B) BLK IS ASCENDING y*
15. 2 9 25 A RED COLOR DIFFERENCE N*
(R) (CHECK TO SEE IF RED
STILL DESCENDS)
FINAL BLK-ASCENDING #, ANY
LETTER
RED-DESCENDING #, ANY
LETTER
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
5 - MIN 1. 1 9 25 A (B) BROKEN # SERIES HAS NO Y
EFFECT ON LETTER
40% ERROR 2. 1 9 25 B (B) SAME Y
*3. 2 9 25 A START OF SERIES EFFECTS Y
(R) COLOR
4. 345A (B) BLK-1ST # OF SERIES IS Y
ODD, SERIES IS INCR
*5. 321A (B) TEST VS. OTHER GROUP TO N*
FIND RANDOM ERROR
6. 321A (B) TEST OUR ERROR Y
7. 345B (B) LETTER HAS NO EFFECT ON Y
COLOR
*8. 234B (R) RED-EVEN # FIRST N*
9. 234B (R) TEST LIE N*
10. 234B (B) DETERMINE IF COLOR IS N
RELATED
*11. 23 19 17 A BLK-ODD # N*
(B)
12. 432B (R) BLK-INCR #, RD-DECR # Y
13. 1 9 25 A TEST ORIGINAL RESULTS Y
(B)
*14. 1 9 25 B LETTER DOESN'T MATTER N*
(B)
*15. 258A (B) TRIAL/ERROR VS (14) y*
ODD YIELDS 'A', EVEN
YIELDS 'B'
I
IFIN~ IBLK-START 000#
I I
RED-START EVEN#
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GROUP # 6 - 40% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 1 0
TRIPLES 0 0
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 1
TRIPLES 0 1
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 1 1
4TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
5TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS 1 1
TRIPLES 1 2
TOTAL INFLUENCE 2 3
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = -1
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
6 - MAJ 1- 123E (B) VOWEL Y
40% ERROR 2. 4561 (R) ANY 3 CONSEC # + VOWEL Y
3. 4561 (R) SAME (CHECK FOR LIE) Y
4. 123B (B) SAME (CHECK IF ONLY Y
VOWEL)
5. 789C (B) ALTERNATE EVERY 2 N*
COLORS, BUT SEQUENCE IS
SAME + AND CONSONANT
6. 789C (R) # CONSEC, ANY LETTER N
7. 357X (B) ANY #, ANY LETTER, Y
ALTERNATE EVERY 2
COLORS
8. 987U (R) ANY #, ALTERNATE EVERY y*
2 COLORS AND LETTER
9. 012J (R) SAME N*
10. 456L (B) MUST BE BLACK N
11- 321N (R) SAME AS (8) - CHECK FOR y*
ERROR
12. 321N (R) SAME N
13. 271A (R) SAME Y
14. 378E (R) ANY #, ANY COLOR, VOWEL y*
15. 498U (B) SAME y*
I
I FINAL I ANY #, ANY COLOR, VOWEL I I
-- ONLY ONE PERSON IN MINORITY GROUP
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
6 - MIN 1. 321A (B) # CAN DECREASE Y
40% ERROR 2. 123A (R) CHECK COLOR (CAN IT BE N
RED?)
3 . 123B (B) CHECK LETTER (CAN IT BE Y
CONSONANT?)
4. 598X (B) CHECK # (DO THEY HAVE Y
TO BE IN ORDER?)
5. 6720 (B) ANY #, VOWEL, LETTER y*
CAN BE IN 2ND HALF OF
ALPHABET
6. 4510 (R) SAME + COLOR CAN BE RED Y
7. 321C (B) # CAN DECR WI A VOWEL + Y
LETTER IN 1ST HALF OF
ALPHABET
8. 621U (B) LAST 2 # LESS THAN 1ST y*
#
9. 814E (B) SAME y*
10. 715R (R) COLOR DOESN'T MATTER N
11. 715S (B) LETTER DOESN'T MATTER, N*
COLOR DOES
12. 605T (B) SUM OF LAST 2 # LESS y*
THAN FIRST #
13. 601T (R) COLOR CAN BE RED Y
14. 6011 (R) LETTER DOESN'T MATTER N*
15. 512M (B) LETTER IS EFFECTED BY # N*
FINAL FIRST # GREATER THAN
LAST 2, LETTER IS
CONSONANT
-- ONLY ONE PERSON IN MINORITY GROUP
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GROUP # 7 - 0% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 1 0
TRIPLES 1 0
4TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
5TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS 1 0
TRIPLES 1 0
TOTAL INFLUENCE 2 0
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = 2
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
7 -MAJ 1- 123A (R) FORWARD ORDER = VOWEL, N
COLOR DOESN'T MATTER
0% ERROR 2. 123B (R) RED=CONSONANT, N
BLK=VOWEL
3. 123B (B) BLACK ONLY Y
4. 321A (B) ORDER DOESN'T MATTER Y
5. 456A (B) ODD SUM OF # = BLACK N
6. 456A (R) ODD SUM OF # = RED Y
7. 216B (R) SAME Y
8. 123Z (B) EVEN SUM OF # = BLK Y
9. 216B (B) SAME + # ORDER DOESN'T N
MATTER
10. 222A (B) SAME + # CAN DUPLICATE N
11- 111A (R) SAME AS (9) + # IN RED N
CAN DUPLICATE
12. 222B (B) SAME AS (9) + # CAN N
DUPLICATE WIO VOWEL.
13. 138A (R) SAME AS (9) N
14. 369A (R) NO ANSWER N
15. 246A (R) SAME AS (9) + EVEN # Y
SPACING BETWEEN # GOES
WI CONSONANTS
FINAL SUM OF # EVEN - BLK,
SUM OF # ODD - RED
EXCEPT IF EVENLY SPACED
BY AN INTERVAL = TO AN
EVEN #,
LETTER DOESN'T MATTER,
NO DUPLICATE #
-- ONLY ONE PERSON IN MINORITY
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"
,
GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
7 - MIN 1- 123B (B) MUST BE BLK, ANY LETTER Y
0% ERROR 2. 123C (R) 1ST 2 TRIALS BLK, THEN N
RED
3. 123D (B) MUST BE BLACK Y
4. 123E (B) SAME Y
5. 123F (B) SAME Y
6. 123G (B) SAME + LETTERS GO IN Y
ALPHABETICAL OREDER
7. 123H (B) SAME Y
8. 1231 (B) SAME Y
9. 123J (R) CAN BE RED IF LETTERS N
REMAIN IN ALPHABETICAL
ORDER
10. 678A (R) ODD # SUM = RED y
11- 246B (R) EVEN # SUM = RED (TEST Y
PREVIOUS HYPOTHESIS?)
12. 321Z (B) # - ANY COMBO OF 1 2 3 Y
13. 135A (R) ODD #'S N
14. 135A (B) ODD #'S IN BLK y
15. 321A (R) THE 123 ORDER IS N
REVERSED FOR RED - 321
FINAL CAN BE ALL BLK,
ORDER IS IMPORTANT,
CANNOT BE 123 IN RED,
CANNOT BE ODD RED #,
CAN BE AN EVEN OR ODD
SUM IN RED,
CANNOT BE IN REVERSE
ORDER FOR RED
-- ONLY ONE PERSON IN MINORITY GROUP
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GROUP # 8 - 0% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 1 0
TRIPLES 1 1
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 1 0
TRIPLES 1 0
4TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 1
TRIPLES 0 0
5TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 1
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS 2 2
TRIPLES 2 1
TOTAL INFLUENCE 4 3
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = 1
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
8 - MAJ 1- 123A (R) COLOR MUST ALTERNATE N
0% ERROR 2. 123E (B) VOWEL Y
3. 123I (B) SAME y
4. 123B (B) SAME Y
5. 126A (B) MUST START WI # 1 y
6. 247A (R) EVEN # SEQUENCE - RED y
7. 412Z (R) EVEN # RED, ODD # BLK Y
8. 567M (B) SAME Y
9. OOOB (R) SAME + # > 0 N
10. 222W (R) SAME + # CAN'T BE THE N
SAME
11- 111 (B) SAME N
12. 001B (R) SAME +lST 2 # CAN'T BE N
THE SAME
13. 727B (B) SAME + NO DUPLICATES N
14. 023M (R) SAME + SERIES CAN'T Y
START WI 0
15. 135Q (B) SAME + CAN'T HAVE 3 ODD Y
#
FINAL 1ST # EVEN -RED,
1ST # ODD - BLK,
NO ORDER TO # SERIES
BUT # CAN'T DUPLICATE,
LETTER DOESN'T MATTER
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
8 - MIN 1. 321B (R) MUST BE BLACK N
0% ERROR 2. 456B (B) MUST BE VOWEL N
3. 321A (R) MUST BE BLKAND VOWEL N
4. 321E (B) BLK AND DESCENDING y
5. 709I (B) BLK AND VOWEL Y
6. 9470 (B) SAME Y
7. 246A (B) 1 EVEN # IN SERIES WHEN N
BLK, 2 EVEN # WHEN RED
8. 246A (R) SAME BUT 2 OR MORE EVEN y
# WHEN RED
9. 135A (R) SAME N
10. 144A (B) SAME + NO DUPLICATE # N
11. 002B (B) SAME AS (8) + CAN'T USE N
0
12. 002B (R) SAME N
13. 568A (R) RED - 1ST # EVEN, 2ND # N
ODD, BLK - 1ST ODD, 2ND
EVEN, NO DUPLICATE #
14. 457A (B) BLK - 1ST # ODD, RED - N
2 EVEN #, NO DUPLICATE
#
15. 496A (R) SAME Y
FINAL BLK - 1ST # ODD
RED - 1ST # EVEN
NO DUPLICATE #
LETTER DOESN'T MATTER
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GROUP # 9 - 40% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 1 0
TRIPLES 0 0
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
4TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
5TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 1 0
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS 2 0
TRIPLES 0 0
TOTAL INFLUENCE 2 0
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = 2
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
9 - MAJ l. 123A (R) CHECK COLOR N
40% ERROR 2. 123E (B) BLK AND VOWEL Y
3. 123T (B) CHECK LETTER (CAN IT BE y
A CONSONANT?)
4. 569A (B) INCREASING ORDER (+ Y
SAME AS (2) )
*5. 965A (B) SAME (CHECK IF CAN BE N*
DESCENDING)
*6. 246A (R) SAME N
7. 246A (B) SAME (CHECK FOR ERROR) N
8. 456A (R) HAS TO BE BLK N*
*9. 965A (B) HAS TO BE ODD-EVEN-ODD N*
10. 965A (B) SAME Y
*1l. 965Q (B) VOWEL N*
12. 965E (B) ODD-EVEN-ODD #, VOWEL Y
13. 965D (R) (SAME +) RED-CONSONANT N
*14. 965D (B) ODD-EVEN-ODD #, BLK N*
*15. 7 2 13 D SAME N
(B)
FINAL ODD-EVEN-ODD
BLACK
LETTER DOESN'T MATTER
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
9 - MIN 1. 123A (R) MUST BE BLACK N
40% ERROR 2. 123A (R) SEE IF COLOR ORDER N
MATTERS (IE. ALTERNATE
COLORS)
3. 123A (B) SAME Y
4. 123A (B) SAME (CHECK FOR ERROR) Y
*5. 456B (B) MUST BE BLACK y*
*6. 456B (R) SAME Y
7. 456B (R) SAME (CHECK FOR ERROR) Y
*8. 123B (R) CHECK IF LETTER MATTERS y*
9. 123A (R) CHECK IF 1 & 2 WERE y*
LIES
10. 789A (R) 'A' IS BLACK N
11. 789E (R) VOWELS ARE BLACK y*
12. 789E (B) SAME Y
13. 123B (B) CONSONANTS ARE BLACK Y
*14. 1230 (B) VOWELS ARE BLACK N*
15. 123Y (R) SAME y*
I
IFINAL IEVEN # SUMS ARE BLACK I I
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GROUP # 10 - 40% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 1 0
TRIPLES 1 0
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 1
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 1 0
TRIPLES 0 0
4TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
5TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS 2 0
TRIPLES 1 1
TOTAL INFLUENCE 3 1
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = 2
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
10 - MAJ 1. 234B (R) SEQUENTIAL AND Y
ALTERNATING PATTERN,
EVEN-RED, ODD-BLK, A-Z,
1-26 (l-A, 2-B)
40% ERROR 2. 234B (R) SAME Y
3. 345C (B) SAME Y
4. 456A (B) TEST # SEQ WI N
ALTERNATING COLOR \
*5. 123A (R) ALTERNATING COLOR y*
PATTERN
"
6. 234B (B) SAME N
,
7. 25 26 28 Y SAME + TEST # SEQUENCE Y
(B)
8. 27 28 29 A TEST TO SEE IF # y*
(R) SEQUENCE CONTINUES ,
9. 28 29 30 B SEE IF (8) IS A LIE y*
(B) (SAME)
10. 123A (R) ALTERNATING COLOR N
PATTERN
..
1l. 4560 (B) SAME y* .
12. 123A (R) SAME N
13. 123B (B) SAME y. .
*14. 123B (B) SAME N*
*15. 123A (R) SAME y*
FINAL COLOR ALTERNATES EACH
TRIAL, STARTING WI BLK,
1ST # CORRESPONDS TO .,.
LETTER IN THE ALPHABET
(l-A, 2-B) AN RESTARTS
AFTER 26-Z (27-A, 28-B)
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
10 - MIN l. 123A (R) TEST COLOR (MUST BE N
BLK)
40% ERROR 2. 123B (B) MUST BE VOWEL Y
3. 1230 (B) SAME Y
4. 4560 (R) SEQUENTIAL AND Y
ALTERNATING PATTERN,
EVEN-RED, ODD-BLK, A-Z,
1-26 (l-A, 2-B)
5. 11 12 13 K SAME N*
(B)
6. 567E (B) SAME Y
7. 654F (R) 1ST # CORRESPONDS TO Y
LETTER (l-A, ~-B)
8. 654F (R) CHECK COLOR SCHEME N*
(MUST ALTERNATE)
9. 4 20 200 0 CONSECUTIVE INCR # N*
(R)
10. 30 31 32 0 SAME, FLIP AT 27 N
(B)
11. 789G (B) SEQUENTIAL AND N*
ALTERNATING PATTERN,
EVEN-RED, ODD-BLK, A-Z,
1-26 (I-A, 2-B)
12. 1230 (B) MUST BE A VOWEL Y
13. 9 10 11 A 1ST LETTER ODD = VOWEL Y
(B)
14. 9 10 11 B SAME N*
(B)
15. 9 10 11 A SAME, SEE IF RED IS OK y*
(R)
FINAL 1ST # ODD - VOWEL,
1ST # EVEN - CONSONANT,
# MUST BE CONSECUTIVE
AND INCREASING
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GROUP # 11 - 0% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 1 0
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
4TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
5TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS 0 0
TRIPLES 1 0
TOTAL INFLUENCE 1 0
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = 1
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
11 - MAJ 1. 321A (B) # MUST BE INCREASING Y
0% ERROR 2. 123B (B) MUST BE A VOWEL Y
3. 123A (R) MUST BE BLACK N
4. 123B (R) SAME N
5. OOOA (B) # MUST BE BLACK AND N
DIFFERENT
6. OOOA (R) SAME N
7. 246A (B) MUST BEGIN WI ODD # N
8. 146A (B) SAME Y
9. 246B (B) ODD # = CONSONANT N
(SHOULD BE EVEN?)
10. 246B (R) EVEN # = RED Y
11. 222B (R) SAME + # MUST BE N
DIFFERENT
12. ~33B (B) ODD # 1ST - BLK, EVEN # N
1ST RED, # MUST BE
DIFFERENT
13. 122B (B) SAME + ALL # MUST BE N
DIFFERENT
14.233B (R) SAME N
15. 357B (B) SAME Y
FINAL 1ST # ODD - BLACK,
1ST # EVEN - RED,
NO # MAY REPEAT
-- ONLY THREE PEOPLE IN MAJORITY GROUP
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
11 - MIN 1- 123B (B) # DON'T CHANGE (ONLY Y
123)
0% ERROR 2. 123C (B) SAME Y
3. 124A (B) MUST BE BLACK Y
4. 864Y (B) SAME (RANDOM GUESS) Y
5. 1240 (B) LETTER-# RELATIONSHIP Y
(l-A, 2-B)
6. 124E (R) RELATIONSHIP DOESN'T N
EXIST IN DIFFERENT
COLOR (RED) INK
7. 123N (B) LETTERS IN THE 2ND HALF Y
OF THE ALPHABET DON'T
WORK
8. 867Y (R) 1ST # >5 = RED Y
9. 867A (B) # 1-5 = BLK, # >5 = RED N
10. 543A (B) SAME Y
11- 678A (B) SAME N
12. 678A (R) SAME Y
13. 671A (R) SAME + ALL # MUST Y
FOLLOW THE RULE
14. 4370 (D) SAME AS (9) MUST ONLY N
1ST 2 # MUST FOLLOW THE
RULE
15. 4370 (R) SAME Y
I
IFIN~ I~: g~ # <12 = BLACK,
I I
# >12 = RED
-- ONLY THREE PEOPLE IN MAJORITY GROUP
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GROUP # 12 - 0% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 1 0
TRIPLES 1 0
4TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 1 0
5TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS 1 0
TRIPLES 2 0
TOTAL INFLUENCE 3 0
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = 3
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
12 - MAJ 1. 123J (B) IF BLACK AND 123, MUST Y
HAVE A VOWEL
0% ERROR 2. 123A (R) MUST BE BLACK N
3. 456B (R) RED = CONSONANT, SEE IF Y
# OTHER THAN 123 ARE
ACCEPTABLE
4. 945X (R) SAME + # MUST BE IN N
NUMERICAL ORDER
5. 567A (B) # MUST BE 123 IF BLACK Y
6. 576F (R) EVEN # - RED, ODD # - N
BLACK
7 . 246A (R) SAME Y
8. 11 44 36 G SAME Y
(B)
9. 238X (B) SAME N
10. 238X (R) SAME Y
11- 576F (B) SAME Y
12. 777A (B) SAME N
13. 707Q (B) SAME + # CAN'T N
DUPLICATE
14. 633D (R) SAME BUT # IN RED CAN N
DUPLICATE
15. 633D (B) SAME AS (13) BUT IF # N
DUPLICATE THAN THE RULE
IS REVERSED
FINAL 1ST # ODD - BLACK,
1ST # EVEN - RED,
# CANNOT BE USED MORE
THAN ONCE
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I had a new assistant who was under the impression that
the sUbjects should only propose an hypothesis every three
trials, instead of proposing an hypothesis every trial and
only sharing evey third hypothesis with the other group.
GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
12 - MIN l. 123E (R) LETTER MUST BE VOWEL, N
COLOR DOESN'T MATTER
0% ERROR 2. 123A (R) N
3. 123E (B) COLOR IS BLACK, LETTER Y
IS VOWEL
4. 321A (B) Y
5. 279A (B) N
6. 123A (R) CONSECUTIVE INCR OR N
DECR # ORDER
7. 765C (R) N
8. 765C (B) y
9. 654B (R) CONSECUTIVE # y
10. 2 15 1 A y
(R)
1l. 2 15 1 A N
(B)
12. 107 2 8 N ODD # - BLACK, EVEN # - y
(B) RED
13. 222S (R) N
14. 353C (B) N
15. 1113 6 8 J 1ST # ODD - BLK, 1ST # y
(B) EVEN - RED, # MUST NOT
REPEAT
FINAL 1ST # ODD - BLACK,
1ST # EVEN - RED,
# MUST NOT REPEAT
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GROUP # 13 - 0% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES
TRIPLES
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES
TRIPLES
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES
TRIPLES
4TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES
TRIPLES
5TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS
TRIPLES
TOTAL INFLUENCE
o
o
o
o
o
1
o
o
o
o
1
1
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1
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
1
o
1
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = 0
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
13 - MAJ 1- 123A (R) MUST BE BLACK N
0% ERROR 2. 123B (R) RED = CONSONANT (BLACK N
= VOWEL)
3. 246A (B) IF CONTAINS AN ODD #, N
MUST BE BLACK
4. 859A (B) IF BLACK, MUST BE N
NUMERICAL ORDER
5. 456A (B) MUST BE IN NUMERICAL N
ORDER
6. 312A (B) IF BLACK, ALL # < 4 Y
7. 456A (R) SAME + # > 3 = RED Y
8. 234A (B) SAME N
9. 456Z (R) SAME Y
10. 234A (R) SAME, ANY # > 3 = RED Y
11- 789B (R) SAME N
12. 1 28 4 B IF RED, MUST CONTAIN A N
(R) '4 '
13. 654A (R) IF, THERE IS A '4', Y
MUST BE REB AND IN
NUMERICAL ORDER
14. 10 3 9 B COLOR IS RELATED TO # Y
(R) SERIES (123-BLK, 456-
RED, 789-BLK, 10 11 12-
RED)
15. 10 3 9 Z SAME N
(B)
FINAL COLOR IS RELATED TO #
SERIES (123-BLK, 456-
RED, 789-BLK, 10 11 12-
RED)
-- ONLY ONE PERSON IN MINORITY GROUP
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
13 - MIN 1- 123B (B) ANY LETTER Y
0% ERROR 2. 123A (R) ANY COLOR N
3. 114A (B) # ADD UP TO 6 N
4. 123C (B) LETTERS MUST BE Y
CONSECUTIVE
5. 123D (B) SAME Y
6. 123E (B) SAME Y
7. 123F (R) SAME + HAS TO BE BLACK N
8. 123A (B) SAME Y
9. 123Z (B) 123 COMBO IN BLACK Y
WORKS WI ANY LETTER
10. 234A (R) START WI EVEN # - RED Y
11- 567A (B) SAME + START WI ODD # - Y
BLACK
12. 222A (R) SAME N
13. 789Z (B) BLACK MUST HAVE 2 ODD # Y
(+ SAME)
14. 987Z (B) SAME Y
15. 434A (R) RED MUST HAVE 2 EVEN # N
(+ SAME)
FINAL BLACK - STARTS WI ODD #
AND IS CONSECUTIVE INCR
OR DEeR,
RED - STARTS WI EVEN #
AND THE SUM IS NEGATIVE
-- ONLY ONE PERSON IN MINORITY GROUP
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GROUP # 14 - 40% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 1 0
TRIPLES 1 0
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
4TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 1
5TH EXCHANGE .,
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS 1 0
TRIPLES 1 1
TOTAL INFLUENCE 2 1
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = 1
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
14 - MAJ 1. 123B (B) MUST BE VOWEL Y
40% ERROR 2. 123A (R) MUST BE BLACK N
3. 9 31 500 Z # MUST INCR IN BLACK Y
(B) WITH ANY LETTER
4. 10 11 12 X # MUST BE CONSEC AND N
(B) INCR
*5. 7 23 PRIME # N*
87625201 B (B)
6. 9 31 500 Z SAME AS (3) Y
(B)
7. 87625201 25 # MUST INCREASE Y
7 B (B)
*8. 321B (B) # IN ANY ORDER N*
*9. 321B (B) SAME N*
10. 23 7 SAME Y
87625201 B (B)
1l. 10 11 12 B # CONSEC AND INCR y*
9B}
12. 23 7 MUST BE INCR OR DECR, Y
87625201 B (B) CAN'T BE RANDOM ORDER
13. 10 11 12 R COLOR MUST BE W/IN THE Y
(R) HALF OF THE ALPHABET
THAT THE 1ST LETTER OF
THE COLOR BEGINS WITH
(A-M BLK, N-Z RED)
14. 23 7 SAME y*
87625201 R (R)
*15. 10 11 12 B SAME N*
(B)
FINAL COLOR MUST BE W/IN THE
HALF OF THE ALPHABET
THAT THE 1ST LETTER OF
THE COLOR BEGINS WITH
(A-M BLK, N-Z RED)
-- ONLY ONE PERSON IN MINORITY GROUP
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
14 - MIN 1. 123A (R) MUST BE BLACK N
40% ERROR 2. 123B (B) MUST BE VOWEL Y
*3. 45GB (B) MUST BE BLACK N
4. 99 100 101 R # INCR IN BLACK N
(B)
*5. 345Y (B) SAME N*
G. 345Y (B) . SAME Y
7. 99 100 101 R SAME Y
(B)
8. 300 100 2 R SAME y*
(B)
9. 500 100 2 R SAME y*
(B)
10. 500 100 2 R MUST BE BLACK Y
(R)
11- 123R (R) ANSWERS ARE RELATED TO y*
PREVIOUS TRIALS
12. 123B (B) MUST HAVE # IN COMMON Y
-
WI PREVIOUS TRIAL
13. 312Z (R) COLOR CHANGES = N N
14. 9 10 11 Z EITHER THE # OR LETTER y*
(R) MUST REMAIN THE SAME
FROM TRIAL TO TRIAL
*15. 9 10 11 P SAME N*
(B)
FINAL EITHER THE # OR LETTER
MUST REMAIN THE SAME
FROM TRIAL TO TRIAL,
COLOR DOESN'T MATTER
,
-- ONLY ONE PERSON IN MINORITY GROUP
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GROUP # 15 - 40% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 1
TRIPLES 0 0
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 a
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 1 a
TRIPLES a a
4TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 a
TRIPLES a a
5TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 1 a
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS 2 1
TRIPLES a a
TOTAL INFLUENCE 2 1
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = 1
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
15 - MAJ 1- 123B (B) COLOR ALTERNATES Y
40% ERROR 2. 1231 (R) COLOR ALTERNATED IF N
THERE IS A VOWEL
3. 123A (R) SAME N
4. 123Z (R) RED CAN HAVE A N
CONSONANT
5. 129Z (B) SAME N*
6. 132A (B) # MUST BE CONSECUTIVE Y
7. 157Q (R) RED ASCENDS N
8. 321A (R) RED DESCENDS y*
*9. 987B (R) SAME y*
10. 987B (R) SAME N
*11. 987B (R) SAME y*
12. 987B (B) BLACK CAN DESCEND Y
13. 987B (B) SAME Y
*14. 123A (R) MUST BE BLACK y*
15. 134A (R) # MUST BE CONTINUOUS IN N*
BLACK
I
IFINAL IMUST BE BLACK AND
I I
CONTINUOUS .#
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
15 - MIN l. 123A (R) COLOR CHANGE (MUST BE N
BLACK)
40% ERROR 2. 123B (B) MUST BE VOWEL Y
3. 987A (B) # MUST ASCEND Y
4. 31 59 63 Z SINGLE DIGITS ONLY Y
(B)
- 5. 319A (B) # MUST BE IN ORDER N*
6. 4 12 2 A (B) SAME N
7. 132A (B) SAME Y
*8. 486A (B) PRIME # y*
" 191 A (B) LOOK AT 2ND DI'GIT*9. y*
COMPARED TO 3RD
10. 953B (R) RED DESCENDS N
*1l. 486A (B) SAME y*
12. 486A (B) SAME (CHECK FOR ERROR) N
13. 5 7 11 A NON-PRIME # Y
(B)
*14. 4 12 2 A EVEN # y*
(B)
15. 11 6 13 A 1ST AND LAST # ARE ODD N*
(B)
FINAL BLACK,
AT LEAST 1 # IS ODD,
ANY LETTER
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GROUP # 16 - 0% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 1
TRIPLES 0 0
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 1
TRIPLES 0 1
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 1
TRIPLES 0 0
4TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
5TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS 0 3
TRIPLES 0 1
TOTAL INFLUENCE 0 4
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = -4
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
16 - MAJ 1. 123A (R) ANY COLOR N
0% ERROR 2. 123B (R) ANY LETTER, ANY COLOR N
3. 123B (B) BLACK, ANY LETTER Y
4. 234A (B) ANY INCREASING N
SEQUENCE, ANY LETTER
5. 123Y (B) LETTER ALTERNATES Y
THROUGH THE ALPHABET
6. 123F (B) ONLY 123 SEQUENCE, ANY Y
LETTER
7. 134A (B) 1ST # ODD, 2ND # EVEN Y
8. 11 2 3 A (B) 1ST # ODD, INCR ORDER Y
9. 137A (B) ALL ADD #, ANY LETTER Y
10. 112A (B) # MUST BE DIFFERENT, N
1ST # ODD - BLK, 1ST #
EVEN - RED
11. 2 4 16 (R) ALL EVEN = RED Y
12. 40 20 2 C SAME AS (10) + NO ORDER Y
(R) TO # SEQUENCE, ANY
LETTER
13. 158A (B) SAME Y
14. 1001 2 3 A SAME Y
(B)
15. 64 84 SAME Y
1 MILLION Q (B)
FINAL 1ST # ODD - BLACK,
1ST # EVEN - RED,
NO REPEATING #,
DOESN'T MATTER WHAT 2ND
AND 3RD # ARE
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
16 - MIN l. 123A (R) TEST FOR COLOR (MUST BE N
BLACK)
0% ERROR 2. 123Z (B) TEST FOR LETTER (MUST Y
BE VOWEL)
3. 654A (B) MUST BE IN NUMERICAL N
ORDER
4. 146H (B) CAN HAVE RANDOM # ORDER Y
5. 400 10000 TEST IF THERE ARE # N
1X54 A (B) BOUNDARIES
6. 401 10000 1ST # MUST BE ODD Y
1X54 A (B)
7. 753A (B) REVERSE (DECR) ORDER IF Y
2ND # IS ODD
8. 777A (B) TRIPLE # ARE OK N
9. 234A (R) EVEN # 1ST - RED Y
10. 234M (R) SAME + SEE IF LETTER Y
MATTERS
11. 432A (R) SAME + DECREASING ORDER Y
IS OK
12. 442A (R) SAME + SAME # ARE OK N
13. 121A (B) SAME + SAME # CANNOT BE N
NEXT TO EACH OTHER
14. -2 -4 -6 A NEGATIVE # ARE OK Y
(R)
15. 024A (R) o IS OK Y
FINAL 1ST # ODD - BLACK,
1ST # EVEN - RED,
# CAN'T REPEAT
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GROUP # 17 - 0% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 1 0
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 1 0
TRIPLES 1 0
4TH EXCHANGE'
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 1 0
5TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS 1 0
TRIPLES 3 0
TOTAL INFLUENCE 4 0
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = 4
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
17 - MAJ 1- 123B (B) ANY LETTER Y
0% ERROR 2. 123B (R) SAME + ANY COLOR N
3. 321B (B) ANY LETTER + ORDER Y
DOESN'T MATTER
4. 345B (B) SAME Y
5. 642B (B) SAME + SERIES MUST N
CONTAIN 1,2,OR 3
6. 789B (B) ANY LETTER + CAN'T Y
CONTAIN '6'
7. 678B (R) ANY LETTER + EVEN 1ST # Y
HAS TO BE RED
8. 8 13 15 B SAME + THERE HAS TO BE Y
(R) 2 EVEN # TO BE RED
9. 853B (B) SAME AS (7 ) + ORDER Y
DOESN'T MATTER
10. 642B (R) SAME + ALL EVEN # Y
11- 7 50 100 Z SAME AS (7) + ONLY 1ST Y
(B) # MATTERS
12. 555B (B) SAME N
13. 667V (R) SAME + # CAN'T REPEAT N
14. 707B (B) SAME BUT # CAN REPEAT N
IF THEY ARE NOT NEXT TO
EACH OTHER
15. -7 5 8 B SAME AS (13) + NO Y
(B) NEGATIVE #
FINAL 1ST # ODD - BLACK,
1ST # EVEN - RED,
NO REPEATING #,
# ORDER DOESN'T MATTER
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
17 - MIN 1- 123B (B) MUST BE VOWEL Y
0% ERROR 2. 456A (B) MUST BE BLACK N
3. 123A (R) TEST FOR COLOR (MUST BE N
BLACK)
4. 456A (R) SAME Y
5. 456B (R) MUST BE VOWEL Y
6. 789B (R) RED # MUST BE IN ORDER N
7. 321A (B) TEST # ORDER Y
8. 654A (B) SAME N
9. 012A (B) SAME N
10. 135A (R) 1ST # ODD IS RED N
11- 245B (R) 1ST # EVEN IS RED + Y
LETTER IS CONSONANT
12. 146A (B) TEST TOTAL # OF EVEN # y
(TO BE RED)
13. 373A (B) REPEATED # CAN BE USED N
14. 262A (R) SAME (TEST TO SEE IF OK N
FOR RED)
15. 666A (R) TEST IF 3 # CAN REPEAT
FINAL 1ST # ODO - BLACK,
1ST # EVEN - RED,
NO REPEATING #,
LETTER DOESN'T MATTER
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GROUP # 18 - 0% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 1
TRIPLES 0 0
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
4TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 1
TRIPLES 1 0
5TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS 0 2
TRIPLES 1 0
TOTAL INFLUENCE 1 2
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = -1
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
18 - MAJ 1. 123B (B) MUST BE VOWEL Y
0% ERROR 2. 234A (B) 1ST # MUST BE ODD N
3. 123A (R) MUST BE BLACK N
4. 123B (R) SAME N
5. 135A (B) SAME + MUST BE Y
CONSECUTIVE #
6. 246A (B) BLACK + 1ST # IS ODD N
7. 235A (B) SAME + THERE MUST BE 2 N
ODD #
8. 234Z (B) LETTER MUST BE A OR B N
9. 134Z (B) SAME AS (6) Y
10.100A (B) SAME N
11. lOlA (B) SAME + THERE MUST BE AT N
LEAST 1 OTHER ODD #
12. 124A (B) SAME Y
13. 103A (B) SAME + CAN'T DUPLICATE Y
#
14. 246A (R) SAME + RED MUST BEGIN Y
EVEN
15. 225A (R) SAME + RED # CAN'T N
REPEAT
FINAL BLACK - START WI ODD #,
RED - START WI EVEN #,
CAN'T HAVE OF SAME #,
ANY LETTER
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
18 - MIN 1- 123A (R) MUST BE BLACK N
0% ERROR 2. -1 1 2 A (B) # MUST BE POSITIVE Y
3. 321A (B) MUST BE BLACK + Y
INCREASING ORDER
4. 134A (B) SERIES MUST INCLUDE
' 1 ' Y
5. 357A (B) SERIES MUST INCLUDE AT Y
LEAST 1 EVEN #
6. 246A (B) MUST BE BLACK AND BEGIN N
WI ODD #
8. 135Z (B) SAME BUT ALL LETTERS Y
WORK
9. -2 3 5 A (B) SAME N
10. 124A (B) CAN HAVE 1 ODD + 2 EVEN Y
#
11- 145A (B) SAME AS (8) + MIDDLE # Y
MUST BE EVEN
12. 337A (B) SAME AS (8) + # CAN'T N
REPEAT
13. 104A (B) SAME + 0 IS OK Y
14. 1 100 1000 SAME + ANY SIZE # Y
A (B)
15. 111A (B) SAME N
FINAL BLACK START WI ODD #,
RED STARTS WI EVEN #,
CAN'T REPEAT #,
o IS OK,
ANY LETTER
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GROUP # 19 - 40% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 1 0
TRIPLES 1 0
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
4TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
5TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS 1 0
TRIPLES 1 0
TOTAL INFLUENCE 2 0
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = 2
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
19 - MAJ l. 123A (R) MUST BE BLACK N
40% ERROR 2. 123B (R) BLK - VOWEL, RED - N
CONSONANT
3. 976A (B) BLACK STARTS WI ODD # y
4. 579Q (R) SAME + RED STARTS WI y*
EVEN #
5. 987X (R) ORDER IS IMPORTANT, y*
MUST BE INCR OR DEC.R
6. 555B (R) SAME N
*7. 592C (B) SAME Y
8. 687A (B) SAME N
9. 592C (B) SAME Y
10. 793B (R) SAME BUT ONLY FOR RED, y*
ANY ORDER WORKS WI BLK
1l. 159X (B) ALL # IN SERIES ARE N*
WIIN 5 SPACES
12. 159X (R) SAME + LETTER AND COLOR N
ARE NOT IMPORTANT
13. 124C (R) SAME Y
14. 123C (B) RED - # MUST INCR OR Y
DECR, BLK - ANY # ORDER
15. 657X (R) SAME N
FINAL # STARTING THE TRIAL
FROM 1-5 MUST HAVE A
LETTER FROM THE 1ST
HALF OF THE ALPHABET,
REGARDLESS OF COLOR.
SAME FOR SECOND HALF
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
19 - MIN 1- 123A (R) TEST COLOR AND # ORDER N
40% ERROR 2. 456A (R) SAME Y
3. 432A (R) DESCENDING # IS OK, Y
TEST COLOR
--' -.
4. 5310 (B) BLACK, VOWEL, # ARE N*
CONSECUTIVE
5. 456B (B) SAME BUT ANY LETTER y*
6. 456B (R) TEST COLOR (CAN BE RED) Y
7. 5310 (R) CONSECUTIVE # N
8. 321B (B) # CAN DESCEND, ANY Y
LETTER
9. 333A (B) TEST # AND COLOR N
10. 124E (B) EVERY OTHER LETTER IN N*
ALPHABET, TEST # ORDER
*11- 123E (B) SAME N*
12. 123U (B) LETTER MATTERS (MUST BE Y
VOWEL?)
13. 444L (B) # SHOULD BE EVEN, TEST y*
COLOR
14. 421A (B) TEST # ORDER AND COLOR N
15. 421A (R) SAME N*
FINAL # IN ORDER, ASCENDING
OR DESCENDING,
ANY LETTER,
ANY COLOR
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GROUP # 20 - 40% ERROR
MAJORITY INFLUENCE MINORITY INFLUENCE
1ST EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
2ND EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 1 0
TRIPLES 1 0
3RD EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
-----4TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TRIPLES 0 0
5TH EXCHANGE
HYPOTHESES 0 0
TOTAL
HYPOTHESIS 1 0
TRIPLES 1 0
TOTAL INFLUENCE 2 0
ACTUAL INFLUENCE = 2
(MAJINFL - MININFL)
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GROUP . TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
20 ~ MAJ 1. 123A (R) MUST BE BLACK N
40% ERROR 2. 123Z (B) SAME + ANY LETTER Y
3. 135A (B) BLACK + ASCENDING # Y
4. 513A (B) BLK, ANY #, ANY LETTER N*
5. 543A (B) BLK, CAN BE DESCENDING N*
*6. 4 99 101 A BLACK AND ASCENDING # N
(B)
7. 321A (R) BLK - ASCEND, RED - N
DESCEND
*8. 456A (B) BLACK AND ASCENDING # N
9. 123E (B) BLK, 123 ONLY, VOWEL Y
10. 159M (B) SAME N*
11. 8 9 10 U BLK, ASCENDING # , y*
(B) VOWEL
12. 9 15 20 I SAME. Y
(B)
*13. 246Z (B) SAME y*
14. 246Z (B) SAME N
15. 2780 (B) SAME Y
FINAL BLACK,
ASCENDING #.
VOWEL
-- ONLY ONE PERSON IN MINORITY GROUP
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GROUP TRIAL HYPOTHESIS CONFORM?
20 - MIN l. 123A (R) TEST COLOR (MUST BE N
BLACK)
40% ERROR 2. 123B (B) MUST BE VOWEL Y
3. 789A (B) TEST # (ASCENDING?) Y
4. 321A (B) ASCENDING # N*
5. 321B (B) SAME + VOWEL N*
6. 123Z (B) LETTERS FROM BEGINNING Y
OF ALPHABET
7. 159A (B) NUMBER SEPARATION Y
(CONSECUTIVE?)
8. 123Z (B) LETTERS FROM BEGINNING· Y
OF ALPHABET
9. 159P (B) LETTERS FROM BEGINNING Y
OR END OF ALPHABET (NOT
MIDDLE)
*10. 123B (B) MUST BE VOWEL N*
1l. 456A (B) TEST # y*
12. 123B (B) MUST BE VOWEL Y
13. 158C (B) SAME N*
14. 123D (B) SAME Y
15. 159E (B) SAME N*
FINAL BLACK,
ASCENDING#,
ANY LETTER
-- ONLY ONE PERSON IN MINORITY GROUP
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